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SCHOOLS ON BLACKLIST?
On Aug. 22, the IRS buried the announcement of its proposed new policy in
the back pages of the Federal Register. By
not publishing its proposal in the "rules
and regulations" section of the Register,
the IRS directly flouted congressional
intent.
The IRS* proposed new procedure for
Christian schools automatically assumes
that the schools are guilty of systematic
racial discrimination. If the new procedure
is put into effect, it will retroactively strip
the schools of their tax-exempt status.
The IRS' "reasoning" is that any
private school established subsequent to
the federal government's forced integration
policies was created for the sole purpose of
perpetuating "racism" and "discrimination." Thus, any private academy
created since about 1957 will be subject to
IRS blacklisting.
Several congressmen have denounced
the IRS' attempt to sneak its proposed new

regulations into law without following the
prescribed procedure.
Rep. George Hansen (R-Idaho)
denounced the agency's action on Sept. 20.
He said:
"The regulation...was published in the
'notices' section of the Register, sandwiched between a docket notice and a
notice about a pension plan's exemption
from a particular rule. Despite its substantive nature, the proposed regulation
was not published in the 'proposed rules
and regulations section,' but was buried in
the back. Moreover, in the proposal itself,
the IRS makes the absurd assertion that the
proposed regulation is not significant, and
thus that it does not come within the scope
of (congressional intent)."
Hansen said the proposed regulations
have "the gravest conceivable implications
for the survival of private schools and
certainlv give the IRS wide scope for abuse

and harrassment. It is nonsense to claim
that the regulation...is not significant."
The regulation also specifically includes
church-related schools and there is nothing
in the regulation which could not later be
applied to churches themselves.
"What is involved is a very deep First
Amendment question," Hansen said.
Hansen has introduced a bill (H.R.
14139) to require the IRS to follow lawful
procedures before implementing its
proposed new regulations. In addition,
House Concurrent Resolution 711 has been
introduced, asserting that Congress does
not approve of the IRS adopting the
proposed new regulations to strip private
schools retroactively of their tax-exempt
status.
As of the end of October, any private
school founded after 1957 will be

automatically assumed to be guilty of
rampant racism and will have its tax*
exempt status retroactively revoked.
Schools will be able to appeal the
revocation during October provided they
can prove they have implemented radical
"affirmative action" programs. "Affirmative action" is the federal code-word
for federally imposed racial and sexual
quota systems.
Specifically, private schools will have to
prove they are:
•Hiring blacks to teach.
•Engaged in active recruiting of black
students.
•Establishing special scholarships
reserved for blacks.
%
•Radically increasing the proportion of
blacks.
The IRS bureaucrats have, in fact,
established six separate "minorities" that

private schools will be automatically found
guilty of "discriminating" against.
In addition to the other requirements,
private schools will be forced "to make
facilities available to outside, integrated
groups." Further, private schools will have
to "participate with integrated schools in (a
lengthy list of) activities."
The Lynchburg Christian Academy is
integrated, as is LBC, TRBI.and LBS. We
are not protecting "white only" education
and we oppose segregation of any kind,
including racial. But we abhore this
governmental attempt to control Christian
Schools.
The time is short. We must take immediate action! Write the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, Attention EEO,
Washinton D.C. 20224. Send a carbon to
your Congressmen and Senators. If you
want to preserve Christian schools, write
today.
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Super Conference Bigger and Better
By BOB HARRIS
With 355 workshops and an anticipated
2,000 conference attendees, the second
annual Thomas Road, Baptist Church
Super Conference is expected to be bigger
than any conference ever attended here.
Already, twice as many have preregistered for the Conference, which is held
Sunday through Wednesday, Oct. 22-26, as
did last year.
Though Thomas Road staff members,
under the direction of Bill Paul, are
feverishly trying to find places to lodge all
of the guests, all motel rooms within a 75mile radius of Lynchburg were booked
solid more than a month in advance. This
means some guests will be staying in
Thomas Roaders' homes, Paul said.
When attendees arrive on Sunday
morning, they will register, pick up their
45-page brochure (describing all the
workshops and listing locations) and
registration materials in a mobile office set
up at Thomas Road.
Here are the locations of the various
conferences within the Super Conference as
well as some of the services:
The Pastors' Conference will be held at
the Thomas Road main auditorium.
In fact, all Super Conference locations
will be at the Thomas Road site, except for
the Christian Educators' Conference,

which is being held on Liberty Mountain.
The Youth Conference will take place
in the lower choir room, and the Missions
Conference will be held in the new Lynch-,
burg Christian Academy cafeteria.
The new LCA gymnasium, as well as
rooms D-104, D-106 and D-107 in the LCA
building, will be the site for the Ladies'
Conference.
The Music Conference will be held in
the old Thomas Road sanctuary up the hill
a few yards from the main auditorium.
The Money-Management Conference
will be held in LCA rooms D-109 and the
old Institute Room upstairs.
The Media Conference will occupy
rooms D-100, D-102, D-103, D-105 and the
-Kwvy in the LCA Building.
And the Sunday School Conference will
be held primarily in the Carter wing of the
LCA Building, although some workshops
will be held in D-001 (downstairs near the
Deaf Ministry office) and the library.
Throughout the Super Conference,
displays will be shown in individual
pavilions set up in the old LCA gymnasium
and the main corridor.
Food services throughout the conference will be available in the old LCA
cafeteria and in room D-109.
Also, the LBC bookstore will be kept
open throughout the conference.
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Robbie Hiner Concert Feature Event
Last year, Robbie Hiner*?
musical concert with full orchestration was one of the most
popular events of the Thomas
Road Baptist Church Super
Conference. This year he's back
to close the conference following
the evening service Thursday,
Oct. 26.
Robbie, a graduate of Liberty
Baptist College, former member
of the LBC Chorale, and present
soloist on the Old-Time Gospel
Hour, promises an extravaganza
lasting one hour and IS minutes,
complete with 12 songs and
testimonies and featuring his
brother John, sister Mary, his
parents, 52 musicians and a 10voice vocal support directed by
DaveRandlett.
Robbie spent three months
preparing this concert. He
contacted more than 100
musicians around the country,
inviting them to participate, with
the help of his friend, Rudy
Hazuka of Lynchburg, who
organized the program. The
majority of the instrumentalists
are from the Washington

out against this evil. It is time for every
pastor and Christian to speak out and
stand up against this moral threat to our
state.
I am against gambling because it is
based on lust (a quick killing) and luck.
I am against gambling because it
violates the principle behind each of the

ROBBIE HINER
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BETS + RACES

By JERRY FALWELL
We will be voting on pari-mutuel
betting on Nov. 7, 1978. I am concerned
because polls show that Virginians
would approve the referendum if the
vote were held today.
I am surprised that churches and
Christians in Virginia have not spoken

Military Orchestra.
Another friend, John Darnell,
arranged the music and will play
guitar and harmonica, as well as
country fiddle and banjo.
One of the highlights will be a
"duet" with Robbie and his
favorite pastor, Dr. Jerry
Falwell, as they sing "I Want
That Mountain." Robbie credits
Dr. Falwell with giving him the
vision of the soul-winning
potential of Gospel music.
Robbie's excited about the
potential of his concert. "Many
important pastors from around
the country are here," he says.
"They need to see Christian
music performed on a first-class,
professional level." Robbie
hopes this will open doors for
him and other artists to minister
in local church concerts.
If the response to this concert
is favorable, it may become an
annual Super Conference event.
Robbie, 26, currently has a
recording contract with Word
Publishing Co. His wife, Patty
Sue, will be part of his 10-voice
vocal backup.

Ten Commandments.
I am against gambling because it will
open the door to organized crime. Up to
this time Virginia has been relatively free
of Mafia influence.
1 am against gambling because it will
not make tax revenue.
I am against gambling because it will

NO!

cost churches and taxpayers. Honest
people will have to pay welfare for
destroyed families, for increased police
protection, and for increased prison
costs.
Let us rally the churches of Virginia.
Every Christian should vote against
gambling on Nov. 7, 1978

What To See During Conference Visit
By BOB HARRIS
If the Super Conference
doesn't keep you busy while you
are visiting Thomas Road Baptist
Church, the beauty of the Old
Dominion will. Let this article be
a handy guide to what to see
while your are here in Virginia.
First of all, you could not have
picked a lovelier time to visit
than now, with all the beautiful
fall colors. To see autumn in the
peak of its luminescence, why
not take a trip along the Blue
Ridge Parkway? The speed limit
is 45 miles per hour, affording
you an opportunity to appreciate
what you're passing by. Further,
there are many places along the
parkway to stop and picnic, and
many nature trails to invigorate
you.
The parkway and
surrounding areas are free to the
public.
The closest way to the
parkway from Lynchburg is to
drive north on U.S. Route 301
about 25 miles, just a few miles
beyond Big Island. U.S. S01
slices through Lynchburg on
Campbell Avenue in the south
and Langhorne Road in the
north, then turns left and
becomes Boonsboro Road.
PEAKS OF OTTER - If you
continue south on the parkway
about 20 miles, you'll come to

Sharp Top (elevation 3875), Flat
Top and Harkening Hill,
collectively known as the Peaks
of Otter. They have intrigued
people for many years. Some say
the Peaks of Otter were named
for the Otter River which heads
down the east side of the
mountains. Others say that the
Indians may have called the
peaks "Ottari," which in
Cherokee means mountain, and
the while man who came for furs
thought they said "Otter." A
third story tells about two
brothers who came from
Scotland and settled in the area,
naming the peaks after the
"Otter Highlands" in their
homeland.
However they were named, the
"Peaks" are a favorite spot for
Lynchburgers to retreat to.
There is a mile-and-a-half long
walkway which takes you to the
very summit of Sharp Top, once
thought to be the highest point in
the state. If you feel strong, you
can probably make the hike in an
hour and a half; if not, belter
allow a little more time.
JOHNSON FARM -- Across
the parkway from the Peaks is
the Johnson Farm, an old log
cabin and burial ground which
once was owned by a Virginia
pioneer. A mile-long path with a

gentle slope easily leads you to
the farm site.
HOLY LAND U.S.A. -- The
big attraction for Christians is
Holy Land U.S.A. A descendent
of the founder of Johnson Farm,
Robert Johnson, is a born-again

Christian businessman living in
Bedford. A few years ago, he felt
led of the Lord to create a replica
of the real Holy Land in Israel on
400 acres of land he owned
southwest of Bedford. It is free,
always open to the public, and

guided tours are available. The
best way to get there is to travel
west on U.S. Route 460 (Timberlake Road in Lynchburg)
until you come to the State Route
122 exit (the second Bedford
exit). Turn south on 122, drive

Come early to get inside Thomas Road Baptist Church on a typical Sunday morning
in Lynchburg.

one-half mile, then turn right on
Country Road 746, drive another
three miles, and Holy Land
U.S.A. will be on your right.
NATURAL
BRIDGE -Northwest of Lynchburg about
35 miles is this spectacular sight,
which is one of the Seven
Natural Wonders of the World.
Patiently carved by nature from
36,000 tons of limestone, the
Natural Bridge of Virginia soars
215 feet into the heavens -- a
vaulted cathedral wherein man
can only wonder at the infinity of
time and the grandeur of God's
creations.
The Indians worshipped this
fantastic span, this titanic
sculpture of earthen-colored
stone looming vast and almost
unbelievable against the blue of
the sky. Visitors can actually
spot the initials of George
Washington underneath the
span, which he carved in the rock
on a surveying expedition.
The "Drama of Creation," a
multimedia presentation reenacted nightly under the bridge,
is a depiction of the creation of
the world and is taken from the
book of Genesis. This soulstirring pageant tells the biblical
story of the dawn of the world,
in colored lights and music.
Gel to I he Natural Bridge by

See What, Page 3

The Journal-Champion has kept you
informed in recent weeks of the main
events in each individual conference. But,
in addition to the individual conferences,
the Super Conference will contain some
special events. For instance, a preaching
service will be held every morning, af'ternoon and evening of the conference.
These services will be led by Dr. Jerry
Falwell, Dr. B.R. Lakin, Dr. A.V. Henderson, Dr. Truman Dollar, and Dr. Tim
LaHaye.
Here is a schedule of other special
events during the Super Conference:
SUNDAY
12:30 p.m. - A guided tour of the
church facilities on Thomas Road.
2:00 p.m. —A guided tour of the
facilities on Liberty "Mountain.
3:30 p.m. - Another guided tour of
Liberty Mountain.
After evening service (approximately
9:00 p.m.) - A special Christian film
feature will be shown.
MONDAY
7:30 p.m. - "Greater Is He," a musical
featuring the Liberty Baptist College
EnPsalms, directed by Dave Randlett, and
soloist Don Norman.
9:00 p.m. - A special Christian film
feature will be shown.
TUESDAY
2:00-4:00 p.m. - A Ladies' Fellowship
Reception in the new LCA gymnasium.
2:15 p.m. - Prospective Liberty Baptist
College students meet on the Thomas Road
campus.
3:15 p.m. - A tour of the church
facilities on Thomas Road.
3:30 p.m. - A tour of facilities on
Liberty Mountain.
After evening service (approximately
8:30 p.m.) - A missionary multimedia
presentation with all four SMITE singing
teams, led by Roscoe Brewer.
WEDNESDAY
After evening service (approximately
9:00 p.m.) - An LBC Chorale Spectacular.
This, according to director Gordon Luff,
will be a Chorale concert featuring some
multimedia backdrops and orchestration.
THURSDAY
3:15 p.m. - Prospective LBC students
meet at Thomas Road Baptist Church.
3:30 p.m. - A tour of facilities on
Liberty Mountain.
After evening service (approximately
8:00 p.m.) - A concert featuring Robbie
Hiner, a 52-piece orchestra, and a 10-voice
back-up directed by David Randlett.
This schedule includes the previewing
of several Christian films throughout the
conference. When not scheduled in the
main sanctuary, they will be shown continuously in the display area in the LCA
building and corridor. Managed by
Michael Korpi, LBC professor, the
previews include such films as:
"All the King's Horses," from Mark 4
Productions, concerning marital problems.
"Sammy," from Harland Productions,
a children's film.
"Love is Beautiful" and "What's Up
Josh?" both aimed at young people,
concerning dating problems.
"Survivor No. 3" and "The Book That
Would Not Burn," both missionary films.
"A Distant Thunder," a sequel to
"Thief in the Night," concerning the Great
Tribulation, from Mark 4 Productions.
"Sports Odyssey" and "Pressuic
Cooker," sports films aimed at youih
groups.
"Climb a Tall Mountain," a familyoriented children's story set in Switzerland.
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editorial
In Defense Of The Electric Church
There have been several articles in national
periodicals on "the electric church," describing the
ministries of Jerry Falwell and other religious
telecasters. The liberal press criticizes the electric
church and some in the institutional church fear its
spread.
We believe in the ministry of an electric church
because we read hundreds of the letters that come
from those who watch the Old-Time Gospel Hour. We
talk over the phone to those who need help. The OldTime Gospel Hour ministers to thousands who are out
of reach of a good Bible-teaching church. But more
important than the testimonies of viewers, the electric
:hurch has a biblical foundation.
THE ELECTRIC CHURCH • NOW EXPERIENCE
The electric church Is more than preaching over
television. It involves a new phase of communication.
The first level of human communication is both
non-verbal and1 verbal "interaction, a face-to-face
relationship. A message is made common between two
people by a smile, voice inflection or by word symbols.
Primary communication involves the "now" moment,
and communication is an act to be experienced.
The next stage is written communication, involving
writing letter symbols to express meaning. This involves first a persona] effort to compose a message,
and second, an effort to communicate that message
through speech or written record.
Understanding written communication involves
dividing the time factor into "now" when the speaker
gives a message, and "later" when the interpreter
reads the message. Implied in the written stage is "this
message happened in history." It is not a "now"
message.
The electric church has introduced the "now" age.
This is more than communicating a message via the
airwaves; this is communicating an experience and
creating instant credibility.
Television has an immediacy which makes viewing
a program simultaneous with the event. It is not that
the viewer gives little effort to what he sees; it is that he
experiences vicariously what is happening. The electric
church creates a worship experience when one views a
Christian program.
People assign different degrees of reality to studioproduced television programs than they do to
documentaries. As an example, the evening news
brings the bloody battlefield or the pickets into the
home. The viewer believes that what he is seeing is
happening now. Recently Karl Wallenda, the circus
high-wire performer, was shown plunging to his death
on the evening news. Even though the event happened
several hours earlier, millions of Americans were
seized with horror as though they were actually seeing
his death.
There are only a few religious programs that
broadcast their Sunday morning church services.
These carry credibility. The Old-Time Gospel Hour is
not a studio production for national broadcast; it is
the Sunday morning service of the Thomas Road
Baptist Church broadcast to the world. As a result,
people go to church with Jerry Falwell; it is a "now"
event to them. Television is an "instant everywhere"
because the world is brought into the living room.
Since reality is there, worship is there. When a camera
catches a person sleeping in church or the cry of a
baby, people experience the way it is, not just hear or
read about it. Worship has gone beyond perception to
experience.
The television viewer confuses the first reality with
the second reality; that is, they do not distinguish
between the first reality of the camera recording the
event and the second reality of the event being
reproduced in the living room. Even though the OldTime Gospel Hour is five weeks delayed, people experience the service, perhaps because they watch on
Sunday morning knowing the same thing is going on in
Lynchburg, even though it is weeks apart.
The nature of conversion can make the electric
church a "now" experience. Christianity cannot be
assimilated by orthodox head knowledge of the gospel.
A person becomes a Christian through an experience:
his intellect, emotion and will. First, he must know the
Scriptures. Second, he must experience conviction that
motivates him to seek the Saviour. Third, he must'

respond by his will, which incorporates the gospel into
his heart.
THE INTERNALIZED CHURCH
The phrase "internalized church" is rejected by
those who place all their emphasis on the ministry of
the local church. They rightly can ask, "How can an
assembly of two or more exist within an individual?"
Yet the internalized church becomes a reality when
perceived in light of the electronic age. The word
church comes from the Greek ekklesia which means
assembly or gathering. The very nature of the word
indicates a group of more than one. One person
cannot assemble; it takes at least two. The historic
definition of a church deals with people being received
into a fellowship, controlled by doctrine, and guided
by a purpose.
Historically, "church" has also implied a
geographic location such as "the church on the corner" or "the little church in the wildwood." However,
we cannot ignore the person living on the sixty-fourth
floor of a condominium. Neither can we ignore
children whose parents will not take them to church or
senior citizens in nursing homes Who are unable to
assemble with a local congregation.
We live in an individualized society, which seems to
have more emphasis on the man than on the mass. As
such, the individualized society lays the foundation for
the internalized church. Since television is the instant
"now," a person can experience worship which has
been group oriented, but becomes a personal experience without relationship to a congregation.
Going to church by television works. Vicariously,
people experience the singing of others even though
they do not sing. The soloist ministers to them as
though they were in the tenth row. When a sinner
prays at the end of an invitation, it is as though he
actually walked forward. Many of the benefits of
group experience are communicated on the T.V.
screen.
If T.V. is as powerful as the advertisers claim, and
some spend $100,000 a minute because they think it is
powerful, then its "churching" impact must be
evaluated. If it can babysit the kids and bring
professional sports into the living room, why cannot
an electric church be provided for those who are
without? This does not mean we endorse the electric
church as a substitute for the real one. We only say
that such a fact cannot be ignored in our electronic
world. Since television communicates an experience
and internalizes the church, it is more than an
inanimate object to communicate religion.
TELEVISION AND EVANGELISM
Jerry Falwell advocates "saturation evangelism"
which he defines as "preaching the gospel by every
available means to every available person at every
available, time." He maintains that .ministers should
preach the gospel through radio, television, mailings,
billboards, newspaper advertisements, etc. He has
indicated on many occasions that, "by one
microphone I preach to more people on Sunday
morning than Paul preached to in a lifetime."
It is said that more people watch television than
any other media; therefore, Christians ought to be
using it. However, let it be remembered that poor
programs get poor results and quality programs
produce good results. The extent of the Holy Spirit's
working in the live experience will determine the
results of the Holy Spirit in the televised service.
Many gospel preachers have not realized that
television is not just a talking billboard or a viewing
radio; it is a "now experience" of the gospel. We never
attribute the Christianizing process to a billboard.
Even though a newspaper advertisement may have the
gospel printed in explicit terms, we do not think of it as
internalizing the experience. It is a newspaper used by
Christian men, whereas communication through
television becomes Christianized in the process
because it produces an experience.
Many churchmen want to use television in an
advertising sense only, for getting out the message.
They forget it is an experiential and internalized
process. Obviously, many churchmen attempt to use
the television set but use it ineffectively or use it
wrongly when they use it only to "air ads."
When the word is preached and the Spirit is
working in hearts, it becomes an electrifying event.
That is not why they call it the electric church, but it
could be.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
I recently read your editorial
about the purposes and effects of
accreditation.
However, the article did
contain a sentence that is subject
to easy misinterpretation;
therefore, it possesses potential
for damaging several colleges
that are properly known for their
Christian commitment and their
academic excellence.
Specifically, you stated "many
of the great Wesleyan colleges
were built on revivalism and holy
living, yet they have become
liberal."

Many denominations honor
the Wesleys and various colleges
have been named in their honor
by those denominations as well
as by various _ independent
groups. However, properly
speaking the label ' Wesleyan
Colleges" is most properly
reserved for those colleges
sponsored by the Wesleyan
Church.
Houghton College was
founded by the Wesleyan Church
nearly 100 years ago. During its
entire history it has maintained
its commitment to Christ and its
faithfulness to Scripture. We
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decry and resist the forces which
have prompted many colleges to
drift from their original purposes
into the secular stream of
American society. Our ten
thousand alumni, many of them
serving Christ and His Church
around the world, are our most
eloquent testimony of God's
faithfulness to us and our
faithfulness to the mission He
has given us. The Five other
colleges sponsored by the
Wesleyan Church share
Houghton's firm commitment to
the historic Christian faith that
recognizes Christ as Savior and
Lord.
Thank you for sharing this
letter with your readers. I am
confident you do not wish to
damage even inadvertently other
Christian colleges.
Daniel R. Chamberlain
President
Houghton College,
Houghton, N.V.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The phrase
you refer lo was Intended to
mean that many colleges of the
United Methodist denomination
have become liberal. Thank you
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Wesleyan Church.
Dear Editor:
1 would like to thank you for
the excellent response I have
received from advertising my
sermon outline series, "The

. w-

These new babies represent the lifeblood of Thomas Road Baptist Church.

WHY FUNDAMENTALISTS
ARE CONSERVATIVE
ever perfect, men will make mistakes. Men will kill one
Fundamental Christianity and liberal politics
another and businesses will go bankrupt. The concannot rightly mix, anymore than oil and water. The
servative believes that the man who refuses to work
two positions are poles apart.
should go hungry and those who murder should face
A fundamental Christian establishes his life on the
capital punishment. If a union worker goes on strike,
essentials of Christianity. He cannot be a Christian
he should not get public welfare. He should be
and deny the fundamentals of the faith. (A funresponsible for his own actions. If a business does not
damental is something necessary, i.e. wings, engine
balance
its budget, it should fail. So should governand stabilizers are essential to an airplane.) Because his
ment.
faith controls the life of a fundamentalist, he takes the
The inevitability of progress is the liberal's third
same mind-set into politics.
foundation
stone. They have tried to take failure out
A conservative politician demands that governof
life.
Since
they believe that society, not individuals
ment perform the essential elements that brought
is responsible for life, they believe society should take
society into existence, hence he is a political funcare of man's failures. They believe in bailing New
damentalist. He does not accept non-essentials into his
York City out of its financial mess. The city should
political platform, just as a fundamentalist would not
have
believed in financial responsibility before it got
include the non-essentials in the definition of an
*
•
'•inwttrouble.
airplane (carpeted floors, luggage racks and reclining
Because the liberals believe things will get better,
seats). The following will help our readers distinugish
they
will not face the realities of life. Drug abuse
between a liberal and conservative politician.
destroys
young lives and released rapists return to their
MAN: THE FOUNDATION
crime.
First, a conservative builds his politics on man with
The conservative's fourth foundation is his
all his dreams and potentials. But inherent in his
definition
of truth. He believes the principles learned
understanding of man is a knowledge of the lawless
in
history
are
imperative, that truth is consistent with
nature of man. Men will not or cannot control
reality. Therefore, schools are institutions for learthemselves. Therefore, government is the result of men
ning. Schools are responsible to pass down the lessons
organizing themselves to provide equal opportunity
of the preceding generation to the young. Heritage is
for all and to protect everyone from the abuses of any.
important
to the conservative because children are
The statue of justice is blindfolded to show that the
taught1 not to repeat the failures of the past and learn
law is partial to none and fair to all. Laws protect the
from continuous success.
rights of the majority and control the lawless.
"
' F o r his fourth foundation stone, the liberal
So when there is trouble, the conservative knows
grounds
his definition of truth in pragmatics,
where to locate the problem. He does not blame the
•something
is truth if the resulting experience is good
slums or the environment. He knows that the people
or
right.
So
liberals make education fun because that is
pollute and murder and rape and rip off the governa
good
experience
to kids. When they say, "If it
ment. The problem is with man.
works, it is truth," they destroy the past. Because if
The liberal's first foundation stone is the goodness
there are no absolutes what is there to judge what
of man. They assume men will pay their taxes and
' works, except feelings and personal insight. So kids
never murder one another. They assume everyone will
feel good about free sex and spending government
work hard if given a job and will work better if
money. No wonder America is wallowing in
educated. But man is lazy and will lie. Liberals make
heodonism.
laws to protect the thief because they think man is
While the liberal claims to work for the individual,
good. Conservatives want "law and order" to protect
his whole political system is based on society.
the honest, because they know a nation without laws
Therefore, they make institutions (government,
Will COiltlDSC
schools and businesses) the seat of authority. On the
INITIATIVE: PURPOSE IN LIFE
other hand, the conservative believes in the freedom of
The second foundation of a conservative is his
the individual. Man must be self-reliant, self-providing
belief in individual initiative that leads to achievement.
and self- determining. Man's freedom is the purpose
He knows that if free men are given the challenge of
of government.
turning the wilderness of North America into a nation,
they can create the greatest nation ever. So, the
conservative believes in a government that controls the
lawbreaker and provides opportunity to the ambitious.
The conservative believes in success and optimism,
*n
Thomas Road Baptist Church
that any boy born in a log cabin can become president.
,
Publisher
He believes in education to help people get ahead. He
Elmer L. Towns
believes in the freedom of business opportunity. The
conservative opposes unionism that destroys business
Editor
and individual initiative. But the opportunity to get
ahead is not automatic. Conservatives believe you
P. O. Box 1111, Lynchburg, V A . 2 4 5 0 5
cannot legislate progress, it comes from individual
initiative. The Europeans had thier royalty and a
person was guaranteed luxury by his birth. On the
other hand, the only guarantee that an American has is
United States subscription rates: $9.95 per year, $15.95 for two
life, liberty and the right to pursue happiness.
yean, $20.95 for three years, $24.95 for five years. Single copy
price: 50 cents national, 25 cents local.
The second foundation of liberalism is guaranteeing the individual the results of national wealth.
The JOURNAL-CHAMPION is published bi-weekly and
The liberal will give away money because he believes
application to mail at second-class postage rates is pending at .
citizens deserve their share of our prosperity. So, food
Lynchburg, Va., 24)05.
stamps are given to buy beef steak. As the level of
Please send all correspondence and address changes to: The;.
Journal-Champion,, P.O. Box 1111, Lynchburg, Va., 24505.
living rises, the liberal gives away more frills. The
Executive offices located at 701 Thomas Road, Lynchburg.
conservative is not against humanitarianism. He
believes in providing the fundamentals (food, shelter,
Postmaster: Please send Form 3579 lo The Journaland clothing) to those in crisis. But needless welfare
Champfcn.r.O. Box 1111, Lynchburg, Va., 24505.
destroys individual initiative.
The liberal is drifting into socialism. He wants to
share the wealth. But the bottom line to that logic is
that the rich must get poorer and the poor must get
To champion the cause ofrighteousness,calling this naUon back
richer. The liberal would tax the rich and give to the
to the principles of troth, equity and decency that are based on the
Word of God.
poor. Not so the conservative, who he believes in
To tie together the Thomas Road Baptist Church family by
giving man an opportunity, not money. The only way
publicizing events, personalities and trends so that together they can
to share the wealth is to let every man work hard to
carry out their God-given purposes.
make money.
To encourage aggressive evangelism among ail Christians and
churches both in our nation and around the world.
The third pillar of the conservative is the necessity
To communicate the fundamentals of the faith and defend them
of failure. This is called personal responsibility.
Because laws govern our lives and because no man is
ail BiMe-bclieving Christians to the cause of Christ.

journal • champion

Preacher's Market Place" in the
Journal-Champion.
The
promptness of your service and
the good quality of your paper is
to be much appreciated.
T.R. Moore, Jr.
Dear Editor:
Last year I attended the Super
Conference. I went for one
reason, to find an answer, yes or
no, whether I should go to my
home town and start a new work.
While I was at the conference, I
heard men of God speak and met
many preachers that gave me my
apswer; it was YES.
Jan. 1, 1978, we had our first
service with 46 in attendance. In
the last seven months we've
baptized 96 and have 26 up for
baptism this Sunday. We're
averaging 206 per Sunday. We've
purchased a church that was
built in 1961 plus 4.6 acres of
land. Also we're in the process of
adding on to the church. Lyons
is a town with a population of
6,000. I watch the Old-Time
Gospel Hour every Sunday and I
believe if you can do it in
Lynchburg, we can do it in
Lyons with God's help.
Rev. Don Gibbs, Pastor
Liberty Baptist Church
Lyons, Ga.
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What To See While Visiting

OWEN&
BARKER

Continued From Page One
traveling north on Highway 501
And here are some sights to see
even beyond the parkway
just a few miles from Lynchburg:
junction, until you come to State
HOLIDAY LAkB, a lovely
Highway 130. Follow 130 about
recreation area near the old
10 miles west after it parts with
Appomattox Court House
501, and you will come to
(about 15 miles east of LynNatural Bridge. U.S. Highway
chburg on U.S. 460), is the site
11 crosses over the bridge.
where Confederate General
Robert E. Lee surrendered to
MOUNT
VERNON
Union General U.S. Grant.
CHURCH - A Thomas Road
MCLEAN HOUSE at the Old
Bible Institute graduate now
Appomattox Court House is
pastors the Mount Vernon
Baptist Church about 10 miles where, in its parlor, on April 9,
1865, the Civil War ended. The
east of Lynchburg in the town of
entire village of Appomattox has
Concord. What's special about it
is that, at 192 years old, the been restored by the National
restored church building is the Park Service and is open to the
public daily.
oldest of its kind in Virginia.
RED HILL - This was the
The building has withstood
favorite estate and is the burial
every United States presidency,
place of the great American
the Civil war, two world wars,
statesman and orator, Patrick
Korea and Vietnam. It still uses
Henry (1736-1799). It is located
10-gallon water jugs and porin Brookneal, 20 miles south of
table toilets. The church
Lynchburg on U.S. 501.
balcony, which once held slaves,
has been changed into two
Sunday School rooms. The Rev.
Glen Cook, pastor, has a goal of
ALTAVISTA - Here was
1,000 in attendance some day.
When traveling east on the originated the term "Lynch
In the
American
Lynchburg Expressway, take the law."
Candlers Mountain Road exit, Revolution, rather than referring
continue east on U.S. 460 until to random mob violence, the
. Vpu come to State Route 24 in term meant a method of dealing
with Tories. Suspects were
Concord, then turn right.
' Sights to see in the Lynchburg rounded up, tried and sentenced;
they were then. tied up to a
vicinity:
walnut tree in the yard of Col.
j SANDUSKY -- Erected in
Charles Lynch and given 39
1808, this was the Civil War
lashes. They were then compelled
Headquarters of Union General
to prove their patriotism by
Hunter during the battle of
shouting, "Liberty Forever!"
Lynchburg in 1864. On Hunter's
This town is located about 25
staff were two young men who
miles south of Lynchburg on
roomed together and became,
U.S. 29.
respectively, the 19th and 24th
Presidents of the United States,
Rutherford B. Hayes and
William McKinley.
BEDFORD LAKE -- Here
LYNCHBURG COLLEGE -- you'll find 27 acres of cool, clear
This is a co-educational liberal mountain water, ideal for picarts college founded in 1903 by nicking, swimming, boating, and
the Christian (Disciples of Fishing. It's located on State
Christ) Church.
Route 122 about 10 miles north
FORT EARLY -- With its of Bedford.
original earthworks still intact.
Fort Early was important in the
defense of Lynchburg when
Federal forces attempted to
ELKS NATIONAL HOME ~
capture this important supply The only national home of the
center on June 17 and 18,1864.
Benevolent and Protective Order
LYNCHBURG FINE ARTS of Elks, this handsome club
CENTER combines facilities for environment affords members,
drama, music, and art for the who have reached the age of
Lynchburg area. Plays, recitals, retirement, relaxation, comfort,
and art exhibits are offered here and convenience in one of
nature's most beautiful settings.
regularly. Some of the talent of
Thomas Road Baptist Church The original home was dedicated
and Liberty Baptist Schools is here May 21, 1903. Visitors are
represented through the Lyn- welcome. It is located on the west
side of Bedford on U.S. 221.
chburg Fine Arts Center.
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN'S COLLEGE, founded
in 1891, today has 735 students
SMITH MOUNTAIN LAKE from 39 states and nine foreign
- This area boasts a river which
countries. Its physical plant
runs uphill. Here, located in the
includes 16 buildings on 100 southeast corner of Bedford
acres.
QUAKER
MEETING
HOUSE >M The earliest set>telments in the Lynchburg area
included
Scottish-Irish,
Presbyterians and members of
the Society of Friends. John
Lynch, who founded Lynchburg
in 1786, was a member of the
latter religious group. The
reconstructed meeting house
stands adjacent to Quaker
Memorial Presbyterian Church
near the corner of Fort Avenue
and Sandusky Drive in Lynchburg, and is open to the public
free of charge.
LYNCHBURG HISTORICAL MUSEUM, open to the
public every Saturday, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., admission free, is located
in the rear of the old Court
House erected-in 1855 downtown. The Court House is
i
,ii
situated on land given for that
purpose by John Lynch, founder
of the city. This historic site is
reached from downtown by a
block-long series of steps, known
V
as "Monument Terrace."
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County, is fishing, water sports
and camping. Combined area
covers 23,400 acres with 600
miles of shoreline. Take state
Route 122 about 15 miles south
of Bedford. While you're in the
neighborhood, you'll also find
the Booker T. Washington
national monument, containing
artifacts and historical information about that great black
leader who founded the first
American college for blacks.

FOR A L L YOUR CAT and DOG FOOD NEEDS
We Offer:
Kennel Pride- 24% Protein
Red Cap- 2 1 % Protein

POPLAR FOREST - This
was the favorite hideaway of
Thomas Jefferson, located west
of Lynchburg about 10 miles on
U.S. 221. Similar in design to
Jefferson's famed Monticello, its
foundations were laid in 1806,
and work had progressed sufficiently for it to be occupied
some three years later.

Complete Line of
RED ROSE HORSE FEED
*We now carry 'DRIVE'
A New Horse Feed Supplement

Red Rosa

I

ANIMAL F H D 9

MONTICELLO - And if you
are a Jefferson buff, take time to
visit his famed estate just
southeast of Charlottesville, 60
miles north of Lynchburg (take
U.S. 29 north to interstate 64,
then turn east for 10 miles). Tour
the house, the gardens, the
graveyard, and Jefferson's
personal momentos within.
Monticello is open every day
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MICHIE TAVERN - While in
the Charlottesville area, visit this
commodius dwelling, the oldest
landmark in the area, deeded to
Major John Henry, Patrick's
father, in 1735. He was among
the first of the "Gentry" to
occupy his own lands in this part
of Virginia. The visitor is taken
back over 200 years to the time
Patrick Henry was a young boy.
Here many interesting events are
told in the boy's life which led to
his becoming one of the great
forces
in
the
American
Revolution, and his stinging
appeal of "Give me liberty, or
give me death" delivered at St.
John's Church in Richmond.
Here you'll find the Michie rifle,
early Colonial
chinaware.
Colonial gadgets and furnishings, as well as rare Colonial
furniture, set up in the famous
Ballroom and Wine Room. You
may dine in "The Ordinary,"
open seven days a week from
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., with the
menu consisting of blackeyed
peas, stewed tomatoes, curd
cheese, green bean salad, cole
slaw, homemade corn bread,
homemade biscuts, potato salad,
and colonial fried chicken.

FOUNDERS-Dr. Jerry Falwell, pastor of Thomas Road Baptist Church, visits with
members of the Founders' Club who participated in the recent Miracle Day for
Liberty Baptist College. Visitors were entertained during a dinner in the LCA
gymnasium.
MOUNT VERNON - The
home of George and Martha
Washington contains the famous
mansion, a unique and beautiful
example of mid-Georgian architecture. Many rooms are
restored, including the West
Parlor and the Kitchen, as well as
the Flower Garden, the Powel
Coach, some drafting instruments, and the tomb of
George and Martha. Mt. Vernon
is located south of Washington,
D.C. about 25 miles on Virginia
State Highway 235.

WOODROW
WILSON
BIRTHPLACE -- Here, in a
manse in Staunton, about 80
miles northwest of Lynchburg, is
the desk, chair and lamp used by
Woodrow Wilson when he was
president
of
Princeton
University, 1902-1910; exhibits

showing the life and times of
Wilson when he was President of
the United States; the family
Bible of the Rev. Dr. Wilson in
which he recorded the birth of
his first son, Thomas Woodrow,
a Victorian town garden, and a
nursery. Take U.S. 29 north to
Interstate 64, then west to Interstate 81, and north a few miles
to U.S. 250 and Staunton.
And if these things don't keep
you busy, travel a few more miles
and visit Kings Dominion for fun
and amusement, 20 miles north
of Richmond on Interstate 95;
visit the "Olde Country" at
Busch Gradens five miles east of
Williamsburg on U.S. 60; visit
the historic Stoner's Store in
Fredericksburg, with 13,000
antiques from the 1700's and
1800's; explore beautiful Grand
Caverns and Natural Chimneys

in the Staunton-Harrisonburg
area off Interstate 81; tour the
Mariner's Museum in Newport
News, four hours east of Lynchburg; experience the drama
and sweep of the entire Civil War
at the New Market Battlefield
Park in the Shenandoah Valley,
three hours north of Lynchburg;
or see a real-live ghost town at
Dry-Gulch, two hours south of
Roanoke on Interstates 81 and
77.

*
*
*
*

LBC and TRBC

Air Conditioned
Swimming Pools
Color TV
Telephones

r

Today's Rousing market is characterized by rising construction
costs arid interest rates. These two factors working together have
made home ownership difficult, if not impossible. We at FORDGARBEE feel we have a solution to this problem:

i

Wake Up Virginia! I
Where do YOU stand on the vital issue of
legalized pari-mutuel betting
(race track gambling) in Virginia?

i.

Are you in favor of pari-mutuel gambling even at the
risk of letting ORGANIZED CRIME get a foothold in
Virginia?

• YES

2.

ome Ownership Impossible?

There is a solution . . .

Open 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays
1314 Jefferson St.
Lynchburg, VA 24505
Tel. (804) 846-03 i3

YOCIR OPINION URGENTLY NEEDED
TO HELP
HELP
TO

90 Unit*
In the City ol Lynchburg
On Route 29 Bui. South
FOR RESERVATIONS

(604) 239-2611

FEED
SALT BROKERS
FARM SUPPLIES

• ™ ^ ™ V O T E R QUESTIONNAIRE™""-^"

HARVET S MOTEL
Just one mile from

*

D NO

Do you believe that the revenues* from a gambling
tax are worth the risk of opening Virginia to the
CORRUPTION other states have experienced (such
as Maryland and Illinois)?

DYES

DNO

3

Are you willing to risk weakening the moral fiber of the
• Commonwealth to satisfy the cravings of gamblers?

DYES

• NO

*The projected state gross gambling tax revenues, before
deduction for expenses, is less than % of one percent of the
state budget, and...
...the president of the Virginia Horse Council has admitted
that race track gambling revenues will not lower taxes!

« • / •

"THE EATON" (Various models to choose from)
io • ••

j

CARTER
GLASS
B1R- j
THPLACE - A marker near
Ninth and Church Streets in
downtown Lynchburg
reads:
"In a home on this site was born
January 4, 1858, Carter Glass,
author of the Federal Reserve)
• Banking Act, State Senator, j
Member of the House of |
Representatives, Secretary of the
Treasury, United States Senator
from Virginia." His descendants
still figure prominently in
Lynchburg; one is executive
editor of the two Lynchburg
newspapers, the News and Daily
Advance.
M1LLER-CLAYTOR HOUSE, built in 1790 by John Miller,
was later bought by Samuel
Claytor. In 1810 it became
Lynchburg's first public library.
As its First project, the Lynchburg Historical Society moved
the house to Riverside Park in
order to save it from destruction
in 1936. It stands today, near
Treasure Island off Rivermont
Avenue, as a monument to the
spirit that built Lynchburg.
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We have planned ahead and have arranged financing which we feel is very favorable.
Typical case (if you qualify)

Price
Down payment
Loan balance

$35,000.00
$ 1,000.00
$34,000.00--financed for 30 years at 8%

Payment—P & I
Real Estate Tax Escrow
Ins. Escrow ,
Total

$
$
$.
$

249.36
30.00
8.00
287.36

PASTORS!
You can have 20 issues
of the Journal-Champion
sent to your church twice
a month for only $4.00
monthly.

Your opinion is needed NOW t o help in the campaign to
alert and mobilize Virginians against the risks and dangers
of legalized gambling.

We are building new homes at LONG MEADOWS subdivision.
For Information on "Long Meadows" Contact:

• Legalized gambling is accompanied by infiltration of
Organized Crime and an increase in illegal gambling.
• Virginians are being asked to subsidize a dying industry—track
revenues are steadily declining in Maryland, New York and New
Jersey.
• Illegal gambling is financed by Organized Crime.
• Legalized gambling increases corruption. Governor Kerner of
Illinois andGovemor Mandel of Maryland were bqth convicted
of crimes concerning their illegal involvement in race tracks.
You can help now by sending this questionnaire ,
and your contribution to: ' i .
VIRGINIANS OPPOSING PARI-MUTUEL GAMBLING
106 No. 8th Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Name
Address.
City

Jut!

,

n
State

Zip-

• CHECK BOX IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION

Write to:
Journal-Champion
Circulation Dept.
P.O. Box 1111
Lynchburg, Va. 24505

FORD-GARBEE & CO., INC. REALTORS
John L. Swann or Austin Salmon
528-4040
ii

Paid for by Virginians Opposing Pari-Mutuel Gambling
Richard A. Bishop, Treasurer

L_

All contributions are Gratefully Accepted

PLEASE RETURN THIS ENTIRE QUESTIONNAIRE •
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Frank Hotaling: Jesus Is First in Sickness, Health

"The
Roofers"
A SarvUa •( H M M Cart I M .

Any Size Job, Now Homes or
Roof Over Old Roof.
FINANCING AVAILA1LI.
tvmm I.tlmat. Call 2 » 7 - 2 9 i 3
9-9 Monday-Friday — 9-3 Saturday

By WANDA WATSON
As Mrs. Frank Hotaling
recalls her husband's illness,
tears come to her eyes. "Ood has
been so good to us," she says.
Perhaps that seems like a
peculiar statement coming from
a woman whose husband spent
nine months in the hospital,
received SO blood transfusions,
took 7S6 bottles of antibiotics,
had three open-heart surgeries as
well as a massive stroke and
accumulated a hospital bill of
$100,000. But the Hotaling
family knows from experience
the "keeping" as well as the
healing power of God.
In August 1974, when Frank
Hotaling, his wife, Bernice, and
their three children moved to
Lynchburg so Frank could attend the Thomas Road Bible
Institute, they anticipated that

Betty Brite Cleaner
7623 Timberlake Road
Phone 239-7655
10% Discount To LBC Students
And Staff Members
Services Offered
•Dry Cleaning
•Alterations
•Drapery Cleaning
•Carpet Cleaning
•Steamed Carpet Cleaner Rentals
•Shirt Laundering

1 Day Service
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Ood would do a great work in
their lives.
Frank had been called to
preach as a young teenager white
attending a summer camp. As he ,
grew older, he worked for steel
and construction companies. But
he remained dissatisfied until he
kept his promise to Ood to
become a preacher.
During his first year as a TRBI
student, Frank worked hard at a
factory to support his family.
While there, the Lord gave him
ample opportunity to witness
and to preach in nursing homes,
prisons and churches. On May
17,1975, just a few days after the
completion of his first year of
study, Frank was preaching in a
small church near Lynchburg
when he began to feel ill.
The next week his condition
was diagnosed as the "flu." The
antibiotics prescribed complicated an already dehydrated
state. When he was admitted to
Lynchburg General Hospital on
May 30, he had a 105-dcgrcc
fever of unknown origin. The
high temperature began affecting
his thinking, speech, and depth
perception. Sleeping was difficult and time lost all meaning.
Blood tests, spinal taps, intravenous feedings and intensive
care became routine.
On June 10, Frank was
transferred to the University of
Virginia Hospital in Charlottesville to help control what had
finally been diagnosed as endocarditis staff infection (endocarditis is an infection of the
blood stream' in which germs eat
away the flesh). On June 26, his
aortic heart valve burst and the
following day, the first of what
was to be three open-heart
surgeries was performed. The
surgery "went well" and on
Sept. 13, after 95 days in
Charlottesville, Frank Hotaling
returned home.
However, being home didn't
last long because on Nov. 7 a
bacterial heart infection set in
and prompted Frank's return to
U.Va. where he remained until
Christmas Eve.
A second open-heart surgery
was necessary on March 20,
1976. Infection had kept the
valve from being firmly implanted during the first surgery.
The valve had begun to pull
loose. As with the first surgery,
the second "went fine" and
Frank was dismissed. Experimental drugs were prescribed
which later produced overdose
symptoms, causing another
hospital stay from April 28 to
May 4.
As soon as Frank was feeling
better, the Hotaling family made
a trip to Pennsylvania to begirt
laying the groundwork for a
church. The pastorate never
ceased to lay heavy on Frank's

"J promise-your customers will love
King of Love"
— John W. Peterson
" is the n e w 4 7 - m i n u t e
Christmas musical created for. the enjoyment of both listeners and
performers.
And something else has been created: an
exceptional consumer demand already reflected by r e c o r d - s e t t i n g o r d e r s from the
bookstore industry.
Why? Because it offers brilliant
orchestration - meaningful lyrics
- attractive music - everything
soloists and choir directors have
long wanted. A variety of performance aids are available, so
"King of Love" can be enjoyed
by all congregations. The complete production is also available
on stereo records and tapes for
individual listening enjoyment.
Be sure to place your order for
"King of Love" now. We'll rush
your shipment in plenty of time
for the Christmas season.
I p r o m i s e - y o u r customers will
love this beautiful work.

heart and his TRBI studies
continued during his illness.
However, shoulder and neck
pains again began to plague him
during this trip.
On May 7, after being admitted to U.Va. again, seven
gallons of water and fluid were
drained from his body. Tests
revealed that his heart valve was
leaking. Either a third surgery
was necessary or Frank would be
an invalid. Surgery was the
decision. A heart catherization
was performed and during the
operation Frank went into a
nearly fatal cardiac arrest.
His third open-heart surgery
was performed on May 17. The
scar tissue had pulled away
causing leakage around the
valve, A great deal of bleeding
resulted due to the closeness of
the operations. Many hospital
staff members donated their own
blood to help Frank.
During the night following the
third surgery, he experienced a
massive stroke which drew him
in a deep coma.
The doctors explained to
Bernice that her husband
probably would not live and if he
did survive, he would be a
permanent vegetable since there
wasn't any apparent brain activity.
Bernice, the three children,
and many faithful Christian
friends refused to believe that.
They asked God for a miracle.
For three weeks Bernice
Hotaling stood patiently by her
husband. She talked to him,
asked him questions, held his
hand, all without any response.
Frank lay motionless, eyes
closed. Finally, one morning as
she held his left hand, she said,
"Frank, if you can hear me,
squeeze my hand." It was
somewhat of a ritualistic
question, a question which had
been uttered many times daily
over those past three weeks. But
the response was anything but
routine! Frank lightly squeezed
his wife's hand. Two or three
days later, his eyes opened as he
slowly came out of the coma.
When they moved him out of
intensive care, his vocabulary
consisted of "No," "Yes" and
"Ouch." His memory slowly
returned. His speech and
physical responses improved.
One hundred sixteen days after
Frank had entered the hospital
for his third surgery, he returned
home.
So pleased were they about
having the man of the house
home again, the Hotaling family
pitched in to help Frank with his
physical therapy and daily care.
Slowly he began to dress himself
and even learned to put on his
own leg brace. When he went for
his check-up, the doctors were
amazed at his progress.
In May 1977, Frank Hotaling
left his wheelchair and walked
across the platform as he
graduated from TRBI!
The Hotaling family was
required to make adjustments
while Frank was ill. Bernice
learned to make more decisions.
The boys, Stephen and Frank
Jr., got jobs to help out
financially. Ten-year-old Celeste
became a prayer warrior for her
daddy.
While Frank was in U.Va.,
Bernice travelled over 40,000
miles on the bus from Lynchburg

to Charlottesville. She had to
walk 13 blocks from the
Charlottesville bus station to the
hospital. She dreaded the walk
because she had to pass a tavern
and a pornographic book store.
Dally as she rode the bus she
would pray, "Lord, take special
care of the children while I am
away and help me to get past
those two places." Ood answered those prayers. While
Frank was in U.Va., the children
remained safe and healthy, the
tavern burned down and the
pornographic book store went
out of business!
Financially, God provided in
miraculous ways. Never was
there a bill that could not be paid
and never did Bernice miss a
hospital visit because, she
couldn't afford the ticket. God
touched the hearts of people and
the money came in. This
provision continued until Frank
could start collecting his
disability insurance.
Not only did God work in the
lives of Frank and his family, but
also in the lives of people they
came in contact with during this
time.
When Frank first went to
U.Va., he witnessed to everyone.
His weakened physical condition
didn't affect his desire to win
souls.

As a result of seeing Frank's
peace, assurance and hope even
in this time of illness, his sister
and brother-in-law were saved.
They saw him witness to a fellow
patient and later, in his hospital
room, they gave their hearts to
Jesus.

FRANK HOTALING
The nurses often asked Frank
to counsel with patients instead
of calling for the hospital
chaplain. His presence was a
comfort to many but his message
was of the Great Comforter,
Jesus Christ.
One day a nervous patient
came into Frank's room to
inquire about
the
heart
catherization Frank had undergone. He was scheduled to
have one also and the thought
frightened him. He was surprised
at Frank's calmness.
"Weren't you scared at all?"
"Well, it isn't frightening if
you take someone in the
operating room with you,"

Hindson's Counseling Center Busy,
Expects 2,500 To Schedule Visits
By BRENDA EASTERLING
Three professional counselors
who hold degrees in theology,
psychology and counseling
provide free counseling to
members of Thomas Road
Baptist Church and the community in general.
Their office is the TRBC
Counseling' Center. It is a
popular place. Last year 1700
people came for help and, this
year, Dr. Ed Hindson, director,
expects they will see more than
2500.
As director. Dr. Hindson is
concerned about the lack of
enough Christian counselors to
meet the needs of people across
America and the world. "The
large churches in America are in
a position now because of the
problems in society today and
the problems the family is facing
in general throughout the world,
where they are going to need fulltime pastoral counselors on their
staffs. A church of a thousand
ought to have a full-time
counselor,", said Dr. Hindson
who is also a religion professor at
Liberty Baptist College and who
is directing the development of a
pastoral counseling major at
LBC.
Wally Major is Dr. Hindson's
administrative assistant and a
full-time counselor with a
master's degree in counseling
from Lynchburg College. People

who come to the center for help
from other states are surprised,
he said, to discover the service is
free.
Dave Holdren joined the staff
in April. He is also a full-time
counselor and the correspondence director. "We get an
average of 180 letters a month
related to individual problems
that come in from the Old-Time
Gospel Hour viewers, and I see
that they are responded to with
the proper Scriptural answer,"
Holdren said. He holds a
master's degree in psychology
from Faithway Baptist College in
Michigan. Both he and Major
are graduates of LBC.
Who comes to the counseling
center? Anyone who has a
problem and wants help from
counselors
who are
not
"shrinks," said Dr. Hindson
who wants to dispel the image
that people have to be really
messed up before they seek help
or advice.
"There is a tendency for some
people to develop a false,
psychological image of what we
are doing, and then to assume if
anybody would go into the
Counseling Center they must
really be disturbed. This is not
true. People do not have to have
deep problems and disturbances
to
come
for
counseling
sessions," said Dr. Hindson.
The emphasis of the Coun-
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^ wood stoves

Yesterday's Idea Designed For Today
The wood stove was once an accepted fact of life. Today,
people everywhere are rediscovering the great economy and
charm of the most attractive home heating alternative available.
If you think this is just grandpa's old stove come back to life,
look again!
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BULLETIN COVERS (100)
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Frank replied.
"Oh, 1 didn't know I could
take someone in with me - who
did you take?"
Frank Hotaling smiled. "I
took Jesus in with me - I,
wouldn't go anywhere without'
Him."
Frank continued to share the
Gospel with his fellow patient.
Before that man left his new
friend's room, he knew that he,
too, would never again go.
anywhere without Jesus.
Today Frank Hotaling con-*
tinues to serve God. He works'
hard on his physical therapy, he'
writes letters to unsaved people,
all over' the world, he witnesses,:
he testifies in church services and.
he's always smiling.
He spent July through September of this year at the
Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation
Center in Fishersville, Va. He
witnessed, won souls and saw
many lives changed. He stayed
broke giving away "Jesus First"
pins to new converts. He prayed
to learn to drive a car again so
that he could better serve the
Lord and the Lord granted him
that prayer - on Sept. 21 he
received his license!
Since his teens, Frank
Hotaling's life verse has been
Philippians 1:20, "According to
my earnest expectation and my
hope, that in nothing I shall be
ashamed, but that with all
boldness, as always, so now also
Christ shall be magnified in my
body, whether it be by life or by
death."
Throughout Frank's illness, he
was willing to submit to God's
will. Truly, Christ has been
magnified in Frank Hotaling's
body, in sickness and in health.

T h e Fireplace S p a c e S a v e r ~-a compact, smartly designed hearth model with ornamental brass trim. Made of highest quality welded steel plate and cast iron, this gleaming
beauty rivals anything on the market for craftsmanship and heating capacity—up to 2,000
square feet. With precision drafVcontrols, firebrick lining, and the Engfander air-circulating
blower, there is nothing finer on the market.
The entire line of Englander Wood Stove*, available wftth Horseshoe or Liberty Bell duor designs, carry a
lifetime guarantee.

Your (^Mtfitou&r) Dealer is
Aubrey Faulconer & Son
Amherst, VA 24521
Phone: 946-5271

ENGLAND'S STOVE STORE
Route 29 South
Tel. 237-1296
3.6 miles south of airport entrance

featuring airtight awwmbly • handcrafting • uuarttr Inch steal plate construction • cast iron door a
precision draft contiols . Hrebrkk lining • forced «** dapslaMofl • cooking surface • safety « economy.

seling Center is not on ink blots
and psychoanalysis. The emphasis is on a scriptural analysis
of people's behavior, and of
personal family relationships.
The purpose is to promote and
develop a program of competent
Christian counseling on a
biblical basis.
Secular counseling is often
morally neutral. "This makes the
whole approach to counseling so
permissive that, after a while,
you can't take a stand on any
moral issue. That's the exact
opposite of the Bible. The Bible
takes a stand on all kinds of
moral issues, including the fact
that man is a sinner," said Dr.
Hindson.
The counseling center provides
people-oriented
counseling
rather than system-oriented
counseling. Engaged couples
come wanting advice on how to
develop a better relationship.
Parents come wanting to know
what the Bible says in relation to
minor marital problems or to
seek advice on how to handle
their children.
In addition to personal
counseling, the center gives
family counseling, takes referrals
and provides a contact service to
the local community. Some
referrals come in from social
service agencies, pastors of other
churches, medical doctors,
family members and friends.
Eighty per cent of the counseling, however, is to our own
church members.
"We counsel more people in a
year
than
almost
any
professional counseling or
psychology foundation that I
know of. The average counseling
center that is independently,
professionally set up does not
counsel nearly the number of
people in a year that we do,"
said Dr. Hindson who counsels
people who could not afford an
independent psychologist, and
others who have spent more than
$5000 and did not feel that they
received any substantial help.
Because Thomas Road is such
a large church with 44 pastors
currently on staff, Dr. Hindson
sees the need to expand in order
to meet the needs of the church
members. There is a tendency for
a church of over a thousand to
lose direct pastoral influence on
all its members, Hindson said.
Dr. Hindson teaches the
pastor's Sunday School class. In
the three years he has had it, the
average attendance has increased
from 1700 to more than 3000. It
is the largest adult Sunday
School class in America.
Hindson's Sunday School
lessons are a form of preventive
counseling. Many of his topics
are directed to the family, family
relationships
and
family
members as well as roles within
the home.
The
Counseling
Center
produces and has available
brochures, tapes and booklets.
Dr. Hindson has written two
Family
Seminar
Packets
designed to promote Christian
living within homes. In addition
to this, he and his staff are
continually
writing
more
literature to help people.
Dr. Hindson's academic
achievements include an M.A.
from
Trinity
Evangelical
Divinity School, a Th.M. from
Grace Theological Seminary, a
Th.D. from Trinity Graduate
School of Theology and a
I).Min. in pastoral counseling
from Westminster Theological
Seminary, as well as additional
study at Eastern Michigan
University
and
Acadea
University in Canada.
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Nancy DeMoss' Primary Goal Is Children For Jesus

Center
By WALLY MAJOR, M.ed
Q. I am enrolled in a fundamental Christian
college, studying to be a preacher of the Gospel. I
come from a good Christian family and believe God
has called me to the pastorate and to this school. When
I was a freshman in high school, I had a homosexual
experience with three or four guys. The act made me
sick and I have since not had any type of homosexual
experience whatsoever. I've asked God's forgiveness
many times and believe He has'forgiven me. I don't
want to be just an ordinary preacher; I really want
God to use me in a special way. Can God use me even
though I've had their experience? Am I a homosexual
because of what happened in high school?
A. A key to your question involves the subject of
ATTITUDE. As a born-again Christian,
homosexuality must be looked on, not as a hormone
deficiency or a way I was born, but as SIN (which is
what God calls it). Since this was a one time act, which
repulsed you, there is every evidence to conclude that
you are not a homosexual. In the same way, a person
who steals some item once wouldn't be classified the
same as a person who steals something time after time
after time.
Your attitude toward this one-time act must be
looked upon as sin - something God hates, but
something God forgives. As a Christian, your attitude
toward God using your life with respect to what
happened should echo the apostle Paul: " . . . but this
one thing I do, forgetting those things which are
behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are
before, ..."(Phil. 3:13).

Fentress-Read
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Fentress of Virginia Beach, Va.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Deborah LuAnn,
to Mr. Alan B. Read of Danville,
Va.
Miss Fentress is a sophomore
at LBC majoring in drama. She
has travelled for a year with the
King's Players.
Mr. Read is a 1977 graduate of
LBC. He travelled with the LBC
Chorale for four years. He is
presently studying for his
Master's Degree in Christian
Education at LBS and working
as youth pastor at Tabernacle
Baptist Church in Danville, Va.
The wedding will take place
Feb. 18 in Virginia Beach.

DEBORAH FENTRESS

CI

416 'Seniors'
Visit Meeting,
Tour Blue kidge

',

Four hundred sixteen "Senior
Saints" from 28 states and
Canada visited Thomas Road
Baptist Church last Friday
through Sunday, Oct. 6-8, for
.their second annual conference.
They heard gospel messages,
visited Liberty Mountain and
Monticello, Thomas
( toured
.,'Jefferson's home.
it.

According to many, the
' highlight of the Conference was
n the hymn sing with Jack Andrews and the singing team of
, Rick and Rosemary Wilhelm. A
» microphone was set up for
..testimonies, and many shared
j their faith in Christ. Then they
a, enjoyed the singing of Robbie
. Hiner. A delegate, Pauline
Kershaw, from Peoria, HI.,
i, joined Robbie in a duet, singing,
• • "I Come to the Garden Alone."

MARLOWELLIOTT
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marlow
of Wilkesboro, N.C., announce
the engagement
of their
daughter, Debbie, to Mr. Danny
Elliott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson C. Elliott of Hiddenite,
N.C.
}t]

Miss Marlowe is a teller at
Northwestern
Bank
in
Wilkesboro and Mr. Elliott is a
first year student at Thomas
Road Bible Institute.
No wedding.date has been set.

By BOB HARRIS
At 20 years old, her life as a
single adult is about as full as it
can be. And she has a life's goal:
Like Paul in II Timothy 2:2, she
wants to make "committed
reproducers" out of Christians.
She's Nancy DeMoss, a perky
brunette who since August 1 has
headed up the Primary Division
(first, second and third grades)
of the Thomas Road Baptist
Church Children's Ministries.
And children are her life. The
day may come when she gets'
married and raises her own
family, but today her "family"
consists of the hundreds of
primary-age children who come
to Thomas Road, and, even
more than that, the millions who
live in the world today who need
Jesus.
She works hard to make her
dreams of a total ministry to
children come true. Part of those
dreams involve what is known as
the "master teacher-small group
activities concept" in Sunday
School. "Kids like to do things.
They like to see things."
This new concept in Sunday
School takes one leader who
really excels in teaching and
makes him responsible for the
main Bible lesson, including a
vast assortment of visual aids
presentations. But, at the same
time, there is a "small group" of
kids who sit at a table with other
leaders and learn the lesson by
doing - handcrafts, art work or
making "finger puppets" of,
say, Noah and Mrs. Noah and
their sons and daughters-in-law - to go with the Bible lesson, of
course.
Nancy also walks the extra
mile in her new job to help bring
this total ministry to primaries
out in the open to the parents
and to other church members.
She rarely stays in one place
long; last Friday, for instance,
she hopped from Thomas Road,
where her office is, to the SMITE
office downtown to use SMITE's
multimedia
equipment
to
prepare a presentation for the
church in the near future.
Without dinner, she drove back
to Thomas Road for a three-hour
interview with the JournalChampion reporter, then at 11
p.m., she' headed back for
SMITE and stayed there until the
multimedia
program
was
complete -- early Saturday
morning.
Then, after having spent a
sleepless night doing what she
loves to do, she returned to
Thomas Road and finished
typing a job description for not
only herself-but'also the several
part-time employes and more
than 150 volunteer workers who
now come under her jurisdiction
in the Primary Division.
Now, after more than two
months on the job, she is getting
the feel of just what her job is.
First, she is in charge of the
"master plan" for all the
programs of the Primary
Division ministries. Second, she
recruits and trains her workers.
One of the vehicles for accomplishing this second purpose
is publishing a weekly paper for
primary workers called the
"Know-News."
Third, she is in charge of
developing the right curriculum
for primary-age children. In this

1C

vein she works closely with
seminary professor Dr. Frank
Schmitt, who is Children's
Ministries Director
Eldridge
Dunn's assistant.
Fourth, Nancy maintains a
ministry of visitation to the
families of the children. Why?
Because, she believes, the
ultimate responsibility
for
Christian education is given to
the family, and the church needs
to be the equipper of parents to
carry out this huee task.
To help do this, Nancy is
starting to send a monthly
resource paper to the parents,
which will give teaching aids and
encourage
regular
family
devotions.
Fifth, Nancy teaches, administrates,
and
writes.
Recently, she spent a whole week
explaining the primary ministry
to
Dr.
Sumner
Wemp's
"preacher boys" in his Church
Aflame classes at Liberty Baptist
College.
Why would a 20-year-old
single girl be so interested in
children of such a young age,
and why does she insist the
church can help their Darents
lead them to Christ? Because
Nancy herself was led to. the
Lord Jesus by her parents when
she was but 4 years old.
Ever since
Nancy
can
remember, the Bible was read to
her in family devotions and her
parents emphasized the dynamic
Christian life. "Constantly, we
were seeing people come to
Christ in our home," Nancy'
remembers. "We were constantly seeing the power of God
in changed lives. And when you
see that, you don't doubt your
faith; you know that it's vital;
you know Christianity is for real.

7k
FAMILY CAMPING and RECREATION
U.S. ROUTE 460
4 MILES EAST OF LYNCHBURG, VA

SUBSCRIBE!

But God made that apparent
as Nancy became more and more
involved in children's work. Her
whole environment in California
- that of living with a family gave her new insights. "I know
now that God's plan is for the
family. But the family ought to
seek out those who are alone,
those who have no one -- it
shouldn't be the other way
around."

her a job here. She went back to
California and spent 10 months
deciding between going to
Lynchburg and remaining with
Lake Avenue. She went to
Lynchburg.

IMMEDIATE NEED
Couple to work in the beautiful Main Line
area of Philadelphia.
They will be responsible for cooking, chauffering.
general housekeeping, and total family care.
Excellent salary, private residence, Health and
Accident, Hospitalization coverage will be offered to
the selected couple.

They should like to entertain and he comfortable living in a Christian atmosphere.
To apply, send a resume or letter to:
Journal-Champion
P.O. Box 1111 '
Dept. D101
Lynchburg, VA 2450S

Have You Seen All Three
Of E s t u s Pirkles
Christian Films ?
M:\RL
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OE THESE THREE FILMS:

Rev. Estus Pirkle

Have you seen all three of Estus Pirkle's Christian films? Nearly 400,000
people have been saved at the showings of these three films.
A number of people spend one day each week fasting and praying that
God's Hand will be on the showing of these films.
His first production "IF FOOTMEN TIRE YOU, WHAT WILL HORSES
DO?" was released in 1972. It shows the danger of Communism to our country
and what Christians can do about it. Over 50,000 have been saved at the
showing of this film; yet one of its greatest impacts has been on back-slidden
Christians. Tens of thousands of Christians have been made to see their need
of serving Christ through their local churches and have become active again
after seeing this shocking film.
"THE BURNING HELL", released in 1974, seeks to show the reality of
hell as much as it is possible to do so on film. This film is Biblical and has been
used to reach hundreds of thousands.
i f WE BlEti£VE¥&HEAVEN" w a s released in 1977. Already thousands;
hav0 been saved at its showings and many Christians encouraged by it. The
owner and producer, Estus W. Pirkle, has sought to show on film what the
Bible teaches about Heaven. Some people feel this is his best production.
These films are not permitted to be shown in theaters or on television.
Either of these films can be had for showing in your church for a
love offering (minimum of $50.00) to help pay the cost of production and
to enable new films to be made. If interested in showing either of these
films in your church contact Estus W. Pirkle; P.O. Box 80; Myrtle,
Mississippi, 38650. PHONE: 601-988-2219.
(Filmed by the Ormond Organization, Nashville, Tennessee.)
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Our company can supply your church's needs in the area of
Sanctuary, Sunday School, Youth Rooms and fellowship hall
instruments.

II
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Victor
:• Hawthorne announce the birth
of their daughter, Crystal Jean.
;
" Crystal Jean was born on
.'--' Thursday, Sept. 21, and weighed
71bs,9oz.
<l
The father is a first-year
;
v student at Thomas Road Bible
•': Institute. The mother, Jean, is a
homemaker.

Church Organs and Grand as well as.Studio Size JJianos are
our specialty. This service is available to individuals as well
as churches. We can supply you with such world renown
names as Conn, Wurlitzer, Kohler & Campbell and K. Kawai.

Chad Alan
Kurka

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Temple
announce the birth of their
daughter, Lindy Diane, on
Wednesday, Sept. 27. She was
born in Virginia Baptist
Hospital.
The Temple's are active TRBC
members.

At the age of IS (having
skipped eighth and 12th grades),
Nancy went to the University of
Southern California to study
piano, but she also became
actively involved in the ministries
of the Lake Avenue Church
(with one of the fastest growing
Sunday Schools in the country).
At this point in her life, Nancy
did not know in which direction
the Lord would lead.

In 1977, Nancy took a tour of
many
churches
with
a
significantly large ministry to
children - Thomas Road was on
her list. At that time, Eldridge
Dunn and Jerry Falwell offered

5205 Fort Ave.
Lynchburg, Va. 24502

Crystal Jean
Hawthorne

Lindy Diane
Temple

playing and listening to classical
music.

GPaul GPiano & Organ

New
Arrivals

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kurka
announce the birth of their son,
Chad Alan. Chad was born on
Wednesday, Oct. 4, at 1:58 p.m.
and weighed 8 lbs, 8 oz.
The father is a Liberty Baptist
College graduate and church
planting director for LBC. The
Kurka's also have two daughters,
Stacy, 6, andKristie,4.

"So it was just a natural thing,
humanly speaking, for us to
become Christians," she adds.
"All my brothers and sisters
received Christ at an early age."
Nancy's father, Art DeMoss
of Philadelphia, Pa., is a
prominent businessman who
pioneered
the
direct-mail
marketing of life and health
insurance; before he became
founder and president of the
National Liberty Corp. in 1959,
no one had ever sold life and
health insurance that way.
But he is also famous in
fundamental and evangelical
circles because of the evangelistic
dinner parties he and his wife
hold at their home to reach
business and professional men
and women for Christ. Literally
hundreds, many of them unsaved, attend these regular
parties, and many receive Christ
right in the DeMoss home.
DeMoss was saved in a Hyman
Appleman crusade when he was
25 years old. Afterward, he
traveled around Latin America
preaching in evangelistic campaigns. His wife, Nancy, was
saved during her last year of high
school. As an opera singer and a
young Christian, she met
DeMoss at one of his campaigns.
They were married and settled
in East Orange, N.J., where the
National Liberty Corp. was
founded. They lived there until
Nancy and her younger sister
Charlotte were born.
A total of six children were
born to the DeMosses during
their first five years of marriage:
Nancy, Charlotte, Debbie,
fraternal twins Paul and Mark,
and David. A younger daughter,
Elizabeth, came later.
Nancy was saved on May 14,
1963, and from that experience
comes a basic philosophy she
holds: "I believe any child who is
reared and exposed like 1 was to
Christ from the time she is born,
can understand she's a sinner,
and that sin is a violation of
God's law, not just her parents'
law."
From those early years also
came two basic lessons her father
taught her which have stuck with
her ever since: first, Bible
reading and prayer should be the
first thing in your day, even
before breakfast, even before
reading any other printed
material.
And second, the DeMosses
had a huge heart for evangelism
and for the whole world, and
that carried over into Nancy's
life.
Nancy says she has always
been interested in two things:
working in the Christian
education ministries of a church
and studying piano. She loves

NANCY DeMOSS

j" Three of the delegates were
'"saved and one baptized as a
' result of the weekend.
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We can give you a better quote than anV company can in your
When Bill Gaither writes a song he tells you something about his life. And
town. Most items are available for immediate shipment.
something about yours, too. The King is Coming, He Touched Me, Bicause He

Lives, and Something BeautifulWe songs like that.
Grammy award;winning songs that have set new standards for gospel
music. Songs with messages that reach the hearts of us all.
But irs when these songs are sung by the voices which created them that
we get to know Bill Gaither best. And what his songs can say to us.
Experience the Bill Gaither Trio in concert.
Be a part of something beautiful.
In Concerts ThaJMII Oalthar IMo/Oct. 28,7ilO PM/Roanoke Civic
Cantor Coiu%um. R««rvad Mats S4.S0 • W.so. Tkkats ats Roanoke
Civic Center Box Office and all Heironimus Dept. Stores.

Call us COLLECT for a quote at 804-239-4907
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STUDENTS EXCEL IN ART, MUSIC, FORENSICS
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Bob Jones University Is Bastion
For Bible Authority, Fundamentals
By RUTH TOMCZAK
For over 50 years Bob Jones
University has stood for the
absolute authority of the Bible,
uncompromised with the world.
In that length of time this institution has changed neither the
standards nor the values that
were established at its inception.
The Bible is the solid foundation
of the curriculum of the
University and the basis of its
philosophy of education and of
life.
In his extensive travels as an
evangelist. Dr. Bob Jones Sr.
met many young people. His
heart was broken by those who

went away from Christian homes
to colleges and universities and
returned with their faith shattered and their morals wrecked.
He was deeply burdened for
these young people and felt it
was his duty to found an
educational institution that
would be a center of high
academic
standards
and
Christian culture to which young
people could come from all over
the world, receive their training
and go forth to render service to
the Lord in all corners of the
globe.
Located just within the city
limits of Greenville, S.C., Bob

Nowi... A\ Smith's
Nev^*S,irfging Classic!

LIVING HYMNS
PASTORS
Here is the greatest
hymnbook in the world.
-Jerry Falwell
- It's our hymnbook at Thomas Road From (he Founder of "Singspiralion" and the compiler of the best -teller
"InNpirinR Hvmn>". tomes a new HYMNBOOK which i> making music history,
and presenting a M.mdard of excellence in content and beauty never before
attained in a chtm \\ hymnal.
LIVING HYMNS is a wealth of inspiration in both words and music ... 8 ) 2
pages, containing over 800 of the greatest hymns and gospel songs of the ages,
from FilircM I"t.l lesus to Fill M\ (.'up. plus over 50 all-time favorite gospel
choruses and 62 carefully selected responsive readings from the King James
Version. Printed on special bible type paper it is beautifully bound in almost
indestruciible"Buksyn"withtarnish-free gold stamping and is less than I "i inches
thick. LIVING HYMNS is the result of 30 years of research by Dr. Smith and a
gifted staff of assistants. Already hundreds
of Bible Believing Churches are using
and acclaiming UVING HYMNS
— "the Best ever!"
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Jones University stands today an
attractive
and
modern
educational institution. It is a
fundamental, Christian liberal
arts university offering graduate
degrees in religion, education,
and Tine arts and more than 50
undergraduate majors. Instruction in music, speech, and
art is provided without additional tuition cost. In recent
years the student body has included annually students from 48
to 50 states and from 20 to 30
foreign countries.
Bob Jones University is wellknown as an institution which
"stands firmly for and
aggressively contends for the
great Fundamentals of the
Christian faith." Chancellor Bob
Jone Jr. and President Bob
Jones III, son and grandson of
the University's Founder,
recognize the atheistic drift of
educational institutions in
America. These men are
spiritually sensitive to the moral
pulse of our nation and have the
conviction and burning passion
to, as Bob Jones Jr. affirms,
"continue unyielding in our
warfare against Antichrist and
undertake to assure that Bob
Jones University shall remain a
lighthouse of God's Truth amid
the lengthening shadows of a
great apostasy."
Illustrative of the high
standards maintained in the total
University program are the many
top honors received by its
students in state and regional
competion in the fields of art,
music, and forensics. The
Division of Cinema and its
production unit, Unusual Films,
have been recognized throughout
the world for the excellence of
their Christian educational
motion pictures. Authorities
have acclaimed the University
Shakespearian and opera
productions as outstanding.
This
non-denominational
school with its modern, richly
endowed campus is located on a
beautiful 200-acre tract of rolling
land. Superior facilities include a
7,000 seat amphithorium, a
highly sophisticated film studio,
a professional theater for the
school's elaborate productions, a
hospital and many other impressive buildings. Bob Jones
University's Art Musuem is
internationally famous for its
valuable collection of original art
by Rembrandt,
Reubens,
Botticelli, and Titian.
It is a university which accepts
no federal money and belongs to
no national
accrediting
organization. Upon entering its

GRAND

that the students of Bob Jones
University "stand without
apology for the 'old-time
religion' and the absolute
authority of the Bible." Says
President Bob Jones, III, "Bible
Christianity has always been a
militant entity. As Christians, we
are in a spiritual warfare. This
University is a training camp for
the Christian soldiers who fight
in that warfare. We will keep
fighting until the trumpet
sounds."
BOB

JONES

UNIVERSITY

CHARTER

DR. BOB JONES III
gates one observes the serene,
orderly world of flowers and
fountains amidst cream-colored
brick buildings. The 200-acres of
beautifully manicured grounds
are unblemished by the slightest
piece of litter.
Integrity is paramount in the
lives of its students, and
wherever an umbrella, a purse,
or a book is temporarily placed
around the campus, it will be
found untouched by anyone but
its owner.
Bob Jones University is known
throughout the Christian world
for its missionary emphasis. A
Mission Prayer Band stimulates
missionary zeal and vision on the
campus. Daily prayer meetings
are conducted where prayer
burdens are segmented according
to various foreign fields.
Missionary speakers regularly
participate in the chapel
programs.
Bob Jones
University
graduates over 700 seniors each
year. Bob Jones graduates are
known the world over for their
academic superiority, their
oratorical ability and their intense spiritual commitment.
There are in Fundamental
pastorates today more graduates
from Bob Jones University than
from any other Christian institution.
Bob Jones University is proud
to be called "unusual." It is
unusually concerned about
winning sinners to Jesus Christ,
unusually loyal to the inerrant
Word of -God, unusually
commited to the defense of the
faith, and unusually concerned

The general nature and object
of the corporation shall be to
conduct an Institution of learning for the general education of
youth in the essentials of culture
and In the arts and sciences,
giving special emphasis to the
Christian religion and the ethics
revealed In the Holy Scriptures,
combating all atheistic, agnostic,
pagan and so-called scientific
adulterations of the Gospel,
unqualifiedly affirming and
teaching the inspiration of the
Bible (both Old and New
Testaments); the creation of man
by direct act of God; the Incarnation and virgin birth of our
Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ;
His identificaton as the Son of
God; His vicarious atonement
for the sins of mankind by the
shedding of His blood on the
Cross; the resurrection of His
body from the tomb; His power
to save men from sin; the new
birth through regeneration by the
Holy Spirit; and the gift of
eternal life by the grace of God.*
•Each day the students of Bob
Jones University repeat an excerpt from the charter beginning,
"I believe in the inspiration of
the Bible..."

How Do You
Rate As A Pastor?
PITTSBURGH (EP)-What
are the qualifications of a good
pastor?
Here's one version:
"Must have small family, if
any, and be able to furnish a
horse and come to church
unassisted. Must not be afraid to
work, have no hobbies, have a
good clear head, a warm loving
heart-and big feet."
That was an advertisement in
the Methodist Recorder of
Pittsburgh of Sept. 17,1903.

Fountains and flags grace the front of Bob Jones University campus.

Businessman Rick Rogers Eyes Haiti,
To Enter Full-Time Missionary Work
By BRENDA EASTERLING
A man who started a new
concept in carpet cleaning to help
support missionaries has now
become a part of a new concept
in missions.
The concept is missions
ministering to the total man
through evangelistic centers
which, in addition to buildin
churches, include hospitals,
church schools, trade schools
and agricultural centers.
The man is Rick Rogers, a
family man, who has been called
by God to work on a foreign
mission field. "The important
thing is that we are where God
wants us, and doing what God
wants us to do," said Rogers,
who hopes to be in Haiti or on
some other mission field by
December.
Rogers, who has worked 12
weeks in Haiti this year, said he
saw the need there last Christmas
when he visited with SMITE.
The Wallace Turnbulls have been
in Haiti 30 years, ministering to
the physical, spiritual and social
needs there. They have started
ISO indigenous churches, 120
Christian schools with 15,000
students, and a ISO bed hospital
with a modern dental lab and
surgery equipment.
Rogers' first exposure to a
mission field, however, was in
Guatemala in 1976 after the
earthquake. "I went there with
SMITE to help build churches,
and the Lord opened my eyes to
a world need," Rogers said.
Rogers owns three businesses.
Parker-Rogers Services is a
carpet cleaning, vacuum repair,
janitorial
service.
Pride
Drycleaners is his second
business, and In-Plant Carpet
Cleaning is the third. All three
are prospering. Why, then,
would Rogers give all this
financial support up to go into
missions full-time?
"I had to think back.

Now you con see the
largest and most complete
selection of comfort chairs
in Central Virginia. The new
Comfort Company store at
2338 Lakeside Drive has
comfort as their only business. Quantity buying and
simplified operation make
possible discount prices.
Save Vb on the recliner of
your choice.
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students were housed across the
street from TRBC and in the
basement area of the old sanctuary. "Those first two years we
were a big family. We'd laugh
together and cry together. Most
of us were newborn Christians,
and there was a lot of growing
physically and mentally, but
especially spiritually. I believe
God put a spirit and peace in the
hearts of the people then because
of the pioneering that I don't
believe has ever existed before."
Rogers' wife, Mary, and
children Charlotte, 13, Tommy,
11, and Julie, 4, are looking
forward to being a missionary
family in a culture different from
their own, said Rogers.
Because of the training Rogers
received during those first
pioneering years at LBC, he said
his motives and desies were in
the right - place to open a
Christian business.

Rectangular Shape
Is Fall's New Look
In Women's Clothes
By BRENDA EASTERLING
In dressing for upcoming cold
weather this year do not be too
concerned about matching colors
or fabrics.
For example, "A paisley print
blouse may go with a check
skirt," says Susan Brent, an
apparel designer who attends
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
Mrs. Brent specializes in
custom dress making and
tailoring. She is a graduate of the
National School of Dress Design,
a two-year career school whose
curriculum was written by the
University of Chicago. In addition to this, she gained
practical experience in a bridal
shop altering wedding gowns,
ripping them apart, sewing them
up again, sketching every dress
and attaching a scrap of its fabric
to her notebook.
As a Christian lady, Mrs.
Brent likes to dress in a way that
is pleasing and obedient to the
Lord. "Any mode of dress that is
immodest should be of great
concern to the Christian woman.
God's Word has something to
say about every subject, including feminine apparel. Two
passages I refer to are I Timothy
2:9, and I Peter 3:1-3," Mrs.
Brent told the JournalChampion.
The "new" look for the fall is
the rectangular shape. All
fashion is being centered on this
silhouette which is characterized
by squared shoulders and overall
straight lines. From this, a
tailored look evolves with a
longer length than width, Mrs.
Brent said. "The rectangular
shape makes the shoulders seem
to parallel the skirt hemline."
The fall mood is tailored and
relaxed with accessories adding a
touch of excitement as the
seasons change. Hats, gloves,
boots, belts, and shoulder furs
are being revived, Mrs. Brent
observes.

OPEN
MONDAY & FRIDAY 10-9
TUES., THURS., SAT. 10-5

SON, SHOW ME THE OTHER PILLAR AND
SHOW YOU HOW TO CRASH A PARTY!

Everytime I would try to get
involved with church, or get
involved with the Lord, a
promotion or a big raise would
come up that would pull me back
into the business and get my
mind back on earthly things, but
this time I meant business with
the Lord," said Rogers who, as
he drove down an old road in
another state in 1970, asked
Jesus to save him and show him
where to go and what to do.
"Before I was saved, I'd been
working in the bus ministry of a
church. So, after I was saved, I
came to Dr. Falwell's first
pastors' conference and met Dr.
Elmer Towns who was then vicepresident of the new Lynchburg
Baptist College. Four weeks
later, I became a part of the
Founders Class of what is now
Liberty Baptist College," said
Rogers whose daughter, Sharon,
is now a student at LBC.
Rogers can remember when

As for fabrics, wool and
woolens are the best choices for
this season because wool is the
most natural and moldable fiber
to work with, Mrs. Brent said. In
sewing for yourself, or buying
ready-made woolens, worsted
wool is most expensive, but it is a
better buy, she said.
The fiber in worsted wool is
longer than that used in woolens.
It is also thicker and has a duller
finish, which contributes to its
better quality. In worsted wool
the actual weave is visible
whereas in woolens the weave is
hard to•' distinguish and the
texture is shiny.
Nylon, however, makes wool
stronger. Because of this, Mrs.
Brent looks for 80 per cent wool
with 20 per cent nylon when
shopping.
Mrs. Brent carries sample
scraps in her handbag of all her
clothes when she goes shopping
for a new blouse or an accessory.
"I try not to buy anything unless
it goes with something else I
already have," she said.
Softness is the key to designing
within the rectangular silhouette,
Mrs. Brent said. Wool jersey
works well with the soft tailored
lines, and wool tweed and wool
flannel are also good choices.
This season think mixing and
harmonizing colors, textures and
weights of fabric. "Don't fuss
about your clothes not matching
exactly, and contrast your
garments and accessories," Mrs.
Brent said. For example, with
nap fabrics like corduroy and
suede use smooth kidd leather.
With richly textured woolens,
use silks or synthetics.
Although popular designers
are swaying towards a manly
look for women, Mrs. Brent says
the key to keeping everything
feminine is to use soft fabrics.
Fabric and fashion, she says,
often change together, and it is
important to keep your eye on
the silhouette.

Grand Opening Special

ATTENTION

Here's superb comfort Jhat's been tailored for
your lounging pleasure. There's ,even a side
pocket for your evening paper. Choose good
looking Herculon tweed or easy-care vinyl. The
famous Wallaway design needs only about 1 Vi"
behind it because it glides forward as it reclines.
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PAPUA: THE LAND TIME FORGOT
singing, preaching, testimonies
and dinner on the grounds.

Jenkins' Family
Mission Work At
Geheru Baptist
Many people in America and
other countries still believe there
are man-eating cannibals today
in the country of Papua New
Guinea, often called "the land
time forgot." But today it is far
from forgotten.
Papua New Guinea constitutes
one-half of the second largest
island in the world. She gained
her independence from the other
half, known as West Iran or Iran
Jaya, and also from Australian
• rule in 1975. She now boasts a
population of over 3 million. Of
these 3 million only a very few
have ever heard the true story of
how Jesus Christ died for their
sins. Many are still in remote
villages, some of which have
never had contact with the white
man and many of whom are still
bound by Satan in witchcraft,
sorcery and the traditional way
of life. To this land God called
Ken Jenkins and his family in
1975, while he was attending
Liberty Baptist Seminary.
Ken was saved at the age of 25.
A year later he felt the call of
God to preach the gospel while
serving as a counselor at the Bill
Rice Ranch in Murfreesboro,
Tenn. One day while listening to
the radio, his wife heard Dr.
Jerry Falwell announce that a.
new Bible college would be
starting that fall. Ken sent in his
application and was accepted.
He started classes at Liberty

Geheru Baptist Church Choir in Papua New Guinea.
Baptist College in the fall of
1971. He worked a full-time job
at a service station and did
maintenance work for the school
and was later put in charge of the
maintenance department for the
school and church. He finished
his four years of college in threeand-a-half, making the dean's
list several times. He then went
on to take one semester in
seminary.
'
During a missions conference
at Thomas Road Baptist Church
in 1974, God spoke to Ken's
heart about being a foreign
missionary. He took his wife
Nyoka's hand and said, "Hon,
are you willing to go?" She said,
"Yes," and they walked handin-hand down the aisle to

confirm it with God.
They felt led to apply with
Baptist International Missions in
Chattanooga, Tenn. They met
the board in April 1975 and were
accepted.
God spoke to the hearts of
pastors up and down the eastern
seaboard and as far west as
Indiana to have Ken come and
present the field of Papua New
Guinea to their churches. In six
months' time the needed support
was raised. But there was still a
need of $10,000 to get Ken, his
family, and their supplies and
belongings to the field and get
them set up with housing and a
vehicle.
On Oct. 5, 1975, Dr. Falwell
introduced the entire Jenkins

Feeding the flock on anniversary Sunday.

8,000 Churches Set Fast
MEXICO CITY (EP)--A day
of prayer and fasting for the
cause of Christian radio in
Mexico is scheduled for Tuesday,
Oct. 31, by leaders of some 8,000
evangelical churches who have
banded together in an Executive
Committee of Denominational
. Leaders.
In their Sept. 4 meeting,
chaired by the Committee
president, the Rev. Agustin
Acosta (Baptist) and secretary
Efrain Espinoza Lara (Independent Presbyterian lawyer),
' the group decided to request that

Evangelicals throughout Mexico
dedicate the last day of October
for intercession on behalf of
their radio ministries, and also to
request
interviews
with
prominent government leaders to
petition for more liberty for
Christian programs.
A number of evangelicals have
sent telegrams to officials of the
Office of Radio, Television, and
Cine asking for reconsideration
of the order prohibiting
Christian programs on 50
Mexican radio stations.

N.C. Board Wins, But Loses
RALEIGH, N.C. (EP)-The
North Carolina Board of
Education, which won a court
decision upholding its right to
regulate certain aspects of
Christian academies, now finds
that in the process it lost a few
established rights of its own.
In his, decision on Sept. 3,
Superior Court Judge Donald
Smith had ruled that the state has
no statutory authority over what
textbooks the schools use, nor
has it the right to regulate the
physical facilities of a school

plant.
State Attorney General Andrew A. Vanore, in filing an
appeal, said, "We feel that if the
state has the right to administer
and protect the rights of parents
and children in non-public
schools, we have an inherent
right to assure that the buildings
they are housed in are safe."
The Christian academies have
appealed the decision to a higher
court, protesting state regulation
of curriculum, teacher standards
and promotion requirements.

SUBSCRIBE!

family to the nation on the OldTime Gospel Hour television
program and then told them of
the financial need. Within three,
months God had worked in the
hearts of His people across
America. Far above and beyond
what was expected and asked for
came in. God was truly at work
to get this family to "the land
that time forgot."
Finally, the long-awaited visas,
arrived and Ken, Nyoka and
their three daughters left the
Roanoke, Va., airport on May
19, 1976, for the wild unknown.
After seven days of island
hopping they arrived in the hot,
humid land of Papua New
Guinea. Much to their surprise
they were not greeted by spear
carrying natives ready to eat
them; instead, they were met by
another missionary family plus
some fully clothed, smiling
nationals who even spoke
English!
Ken and his wife started
helping Brother John Owens
with his work in Lae. They
stayed there one year seeking
God's leading as to where they
•were to work permanently. Ken
made many trips to the highlands
of the country but God did not
give peace about going there.
Only one other direction
remained - across the mountains
to the capital city of Port
Moresby. So after a year in Lae
they packed up and moved there.
They held their first service in
the Geheru Baptist Church on
July 31, 1977, with 14 present.
There has been a steady growth
since then. They celebrated their
first anniversary on August 6 of
this year. Ken asked God to send
in at least 300 for that day. God
worked supernatural!)1 and over
400 people turned out for an allday, old-fashioned anniversary
celebration. There was special

Housing Availability?
Employment Possibilities ?
Climate? Schools?
In the Lynchburg area.

Sharon Meerbaum
525-6501
or
Ann Alty
384-2743
3400 Old Forest Rd.

At
2420 Wards Rd.
Across from Kmart

Did you know there are certain
things Christians must do to have
a successful and happy Christian lifel
In his book. Rev. Ray Allen gives
plain , clear cut steps if followed
will certainly produce this kind of life.
Two of life's most perplexing questions
are: " Where can I get the money and
time to meet the demands of life? "
Rev. Allen gives a clear cut, simple
plan! YOU must read this book!
ONLY $2:95

Available:
Christian Book Shop
19-A Wadsworth St.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
or.
Skip worth Press
Richmond, VA
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* t d Reese Is making a significant contribution to the
Christian world with the publication of his Chronological
This reference work should surely increase our love and
understanding of the Bible. Brother Reese has taught at HylesAnderson College for Ave years and has been a valuable instructor, a thorough researcher, and an inspiration to all. Everyone ought
to get this valuable study Bible.
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To The Super Conference.
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spiritually prosperous week.
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Ken has also been threatened
by one of the Catholic priests in
the area. He doesn't like the idea
of open air meetings, passing out
gospel tracts and showing gospel
films. He paid a visit to the
Jenkins' house one day and told
Ken if he did not stop what he
was doing he would go to the
government and have him run
out of the country. Ken simply
told him he would not stop
because he was doing what God
called him to do.
KEN JENKINS
In the year the Gerehu Baptist
Church has been in existence,
On Tuesdays he has two over 800 have professed faith in
religious instruction classes at a Christ and 50 have been baptized. The church is asking God
local high school. In his spare
to send them a national pastor in
time he studies and grades papers
the next two years.
and prepares lessons for the
Ken started the first bus
Bible school. They also have 200
ministry in the Port Moresby
students enrolled in the Source of
area. He was able to purchase a
Light correspondence course.
Toyota Coaster bus with a
The Jenkins girls are also on seating capacity of 25. Since day
corresondence so Nyoka spends one of its service'for the Lord, it
much of the day helping them has been packed to the brim. In
with this. She also prepares fact, it is running over each
Sunday School lessons for four service with people literally'
national teachers plus two hanging out the door and
children's church classes as well windows. Joe Zang was saved in
as being choir director and September 1977 and is now the
housewife. Daughter Myra, IS, bus driver. Joe thought his life
plays the piano for the church was complete until he visited the
services, does counseling, keeps Gerehu Baptist Church, heard
the nursery and is active in the the gospel preached, was con-

' Guinea, is no longer a forgotten
land. But it is a country where
millions have yet to hear the true
gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Hundreds'are dying each month
never once having been told of a
Saviour, who not only died for
the white man but for the sins of
the whole world.

Amhitntf'hriuuiH tVOCHAPHY Series

*

*

victed of his sins and received
Christ as his Saviour. He has
been faithful to the church and
God since then.' There are many
who could tell this same story.
They all give thanks to God for
bringing Ken Jenkins and his
family to their country.
Yes, the land of Papua Gew
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All You Can Eat
Salad Bar
*

soul-winning ministry of the'
church. Kimberly, II, is great
with the visitation ministry of the
church. She is not afraid of the
watchdogs which are found in
every yard. The national people
like to take Kim with them
because she will go in the yard
and talk to the dogs while they
stand out in the road and wait
with fear and trembling. Charity,
3 Vi, is active in all phases of the
church, especially singing and
winning the hearts of the people.
The majority of the people on
the island are very religious.
They have had missionaries there
since the 1800's but very few '
have brought the true gospel. In
the country today there is open
persection against those who
follow Christ. This is especially
true among the young people.
While the Jenkins were in Lae
many of the girls were beaten at
home and threatened with expulsion from school if they
attended the Baptist church or
religious instruction class.

Call or drop by
Today

Excellent Steaks
Budget Priced
*

Overflow congregation shows growth of ministry.

CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLE

Let us ANSWER
THESE
QUESTIONS FOR YOU!!

Family Atmosphere
*

Since the beginning of July the
average attendance for Sunday
morning services has been 175.
The Sunday night and Wednesday night services are also
well-attended. Ken preaches and
stresses the fact that he wants
God to raise up a superaggressive local church there in
the Port Moresby area and then
branch out into the other areas
of the country where there is no
fundamental gospel witness.
The weekly schedule of the
Jenkins family includes Tuesday
night choir practice, directed by
Nyoka, Wednesday night prayer
and Bible study, Thursday night
Bible school with 40 enrolled at
present, Friday night youth
fellowship, Saturday morning
market meetings, Saturday
evening cottage prayer meetings,
and Sunday morning and night
services. During the day Ken
does any needed mechanical
work on his van and the church
bus, builds benches for the
church building and stays on the
go keeping in contact with the
land department concerning a
lease for land to build a church

C. M. Ward. Assembly of God leader. Revival Time speaker
It Is the sequence in dates, events and pertinent information which
have long been needed by the reader and student of the Word. It ft
a real break through. This one volume will eliminate the need for a
shelf of expensive reference books. The new Bible in chronological
order ties history to Biblical record. The work is beautifully condensed. I recommend this new treasury of Bible fact and collation to
everyone. It is a volume I have needed throughout my ministry. It
really brings you to time place.
Warren Wlerabe, pastor. Moody Church. Chicago
The concept of a chronological Bible is an excellent one! You do not
have to agree with every detail to appreciate the volume. I'm sure it
will be helpful to serious Bible students for years to come.
Tim LaHaye, pastor, author, San Diego
There has long been a need for a chronological presentation of the
Bible from a thoroughly fundamental perspective. Ed Reese should
be commended for the giant contribution he is making to that Held.
I recommend this Bible to be In the library of every Bible student.

A word from the Editor:
The response to this new Bible has been
tremendous. Regardless of your
background you too can benefit from
this unique study Bible. It also makes a
wonderful gift for a friend. We have
special discounts for book stores and
librarians, and opportunities for you to
be a distributor.
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100

Every PASSAGE in consecutive order.
Every PSALM located with proper association.
Every PROPHECY given where and when uttered.
EPISTLES appear with appropriate texts from Acts.
Job located between Genesis 11 and 12.
All duplicate passages placed together.
All major events dated.
Two giant indexes.
FAMILY-Read the Bible
A through as it happened.
CASTOR - A new study
for mid-week service.
TEACHER - A fresh ap
proach in your Bible
classes.

ONLY

129.95

(Leather Bound Edition $38.95)
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'CHANGE A NATION' IS STUDENT GOAL

Building Churches In The CAN
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• BOXES
• ALBUMS
• RECORDERS •Most Economical Duplicator on the Market
• PLAYERS
• 1 Year Warranty

C H R I S T I A N D U P L I C A T I O N S , INC.
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ORLANDO. FLORIDA 32810
Phone Toll Free 800 327 9332
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SEE OUR BOOTH AT THE SUPER CONFERENCE !
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Dan Henderson (second from right) leads his CAN team in frequent prayer, Bible
study and planning sessions.

Annual Fall Brand Sale!
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Grocery Values!
Cleanup.
Virginia.
DonU Utter.

"To Us--You're Special"

Meat Values™a
V* PORK (CENTER & END CHOPS INCLUDED)

LOINS

9-11
CHOPS

1

Spare Ribs....*I

4

RICHF00D CUT OR FRENCH STYLE

STYLE

GREEN

CORN

BEANS
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CANS

$-|00 4
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1
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JAMESTOWN SAUSAGE
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FRESH PORK (3-5 lbs.)

RICHFOOD WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM
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PKG.
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RIB STEAK

D.S. PORK

Fat Backs
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a#% #%

5" CUT

A

TROUT
.99*
FRANKS-a* I 2 9
SMITHFIELD OIN'R MEAT OR BEEF

A ^

O

A

Chicken Livers

.69*

RICHFOOD BLEACH

f Frozen Food & Dairy J
RICHFOOD PIE

RICHFOOD

PKCS.

OF 2 s

1

4 PACI
S-oi. TUBES

RICHFOOD

—

55
fc

GREAT GROCERY VALUES!
RICHFOOD

APPLE SAUCE

9oi.
BOXES

(

GAL.

V

French Fries
5 . „$-J00
— * - *

lib.
. CANS

89*

GOLDEN RIPE

^fl 4 # V /^

BANANAS 1 9
.

YELLOW

ONIONS
jib.

BAG

49

a 39*

RICHFOOD CREAMY OR KRUNCHY

Peanut Butter
"\

US NO. 1

SALTINES

MM.#akJW

•.-79*

RICHFOOD COMPLETE

PANCAKE MIX

2-lb.
BOX

RICHFOOD

SYRUP

24oi.
BOT.

RICHFOOD

59*
79*

Pork 'N Beans 4 . $ 1 0 0
lib.
CANS

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

While in our city we invite you to see our
EXCELLENT stock c»f Books, Gospel Music,
Bibles, Church Supplies, Paintings, Recordings,
8-Track and Cassettes, Gift Items, etc.
For 18 years we have specialized in supplying
Christian Literature and Service to Lynchburg
and the surrounding area.

RICHFOOD LAUNDRY

Detergent
Large Se ecjtion
of Books! and
Visual Aids Now
% Price fpr Clearance

RICHFOOD

[ Pleasing Produce

WELCOME PASTORS !
To The Super Conference

SHELLS Biscuits
3 „,, $ 100

By BRENDA EASTERLING
Daniel Henderson, a junior at
Liberty Baptist College, is
embarking on a unique method
of starting a church. Instead of
going as an individual, Hen- they want to do, but they chose
derson is taking a whole team to come togerther, to unite their
with him.
abilities," said Henderson, the
The method is a concept of founder and president of CAN
team building called CAN Ministries.
Ministries, a name Henderson is
The adventage of being inhaving incorporated. "In high corporated is that people can
school a teacher kept telling mc, invest in various teams and
'you can if you think you can.j specify their gifts to churches
and 1 believed him. Then, when who have the CAN concept; that
the time came to choose a name is, the concept of building superfor my ministry, my team and J aggressive fundamental Baptist
decided on CAN for 'Change A churches, through the team
Nation,"' said Henderson who is method.
from Albuquerque, N.M.
As a corporation, CAN's
The concept of CAN was borrt purpose is to send teams to start
Oct. 30, 1977, when Henderson churches and evangelistic centers
and Steve Coplin of Charlotte] in the United States and abroad.
Mich., were riding back to LBC As a concept, it will continue to
from a Youth Aflame concert! emphasize the team approach.
As Coplin talked about hit
Why a team approach? TRBC
calling to be a youth pastor^ Youth Aflame coordinator
Henderson suggested they form a Gordon Luff says it is a matter
team and go out together to build of speed and time. "If you want
a church.
to capture a town, how are you
"We weren't sure what wi going to do it& A team can
were praying for," said Henl accomplish in a year what would
derson who was saved at age six take an individual 10 years.
under the preaching of his Christ had a team of 12 guys,
brother Dennis Henderson and and they changed the world."
was called to preach at 16.
Henderson has no doubt that
Dennis is 11 years older than CAN really."can" change the
Dan, and is a youth pastor at United States into the GodTRBC.
fearing, Bible-believing country
By Nov. 22, 1977, Henderson it ought to be. He also believes
had chosen several of his future CAN will spread teams
staff, and the team met together throughout the world in the next
for the first time at "Gramp'i 20 years. He plans to start in
and Granny's" restaurant. LBC Seattle, Wash.
business major Duane Steele of
"By choosing teams while still
Altoona, Penn. walked several in college, future pastors will be
miles from Liberty Mountain in five years ahead when they go to
the rain to attend. He is now start a ministry somewhere. I'm
gaining practical experience in a spending three years in college
Pennsylvania restaurant which with my future church staff
he will later apply in his work ironing out goals and
with CAN.
philosophies. I believe the
CAN member Rich Schar- greatest churches are yet to be
mann of Boca Raton, Fla., has built," said Henderson, whose
experience in television and team applies CAN toward its
Christian
service
radio. He attended this first LBC
meeting of CAN, and will direct requirements and, therefore,
the team's future media meets every other day for prayer,
planning and Bible study.
department.
Another television-radio-film
.Next semester at LBC more
major, Tom Andrews, also of teams will be eligible to apply
Albuquerque, will start a radio CAN toward their Christian
station as a ministry of the service. "I believe it is important
church. He is the first persdn
for a pastoral student to choose
Henderson ever led to the Lord.
an assorted team of helpers to go
LBC missions student Paul out with him after graduation
Carey of Lynchburg also at- and start a church," said
tended the first meeting, and has Henderson, whose team will
plans to someday bring CAN to work at jobs in Seattle and be
nations in the Orient. CAN added to the church staff ac- •
member Danny Hodges of cording to the church's rate of
Hartsville, S.C., also hopes to growth.
take CAN to a mission field of
Among other pastoral students
another culture and pattern a who have begun team building
youth ministry after the team's are Jerry Kamphais who hopes to
concept.
pastor in the Midwest, Russell
Matt Goodnough of Moravia^ Noll, a' future pastor- to
N.Y., is a team member whose California, and Dave Anderson.
burning desire is to make
Anderson's chosen team
Christian camping a part of
includes Dennis Boyd, a future
CAN.
marriage and family counsellor
"After the first meeting, we who, as a student, works closely
with TRBC counsellor Dr. Ed
began to get even more excited
about what the Lord could do Hindson. Future youth director
through CAN, and I continued David Aycock, future televisionspecialist
Bob
to pray for an assistant pastor to radio-film
Homan, and future College and
make our team complete. Then
the Lord sent Randal Miller," Career pastor Dennis Balickie
Henderson told the Journal- have also joined forces with
Anderson. LBC graduate
Champion.
Miller, who is from Rich* Hampton Anderson, who is an
mond, will also direct CAN's associate pastor in Mayland and
evangelistic thrust; and another the brother of Dave, also intends
to join this team.
staff member, Rick Ferrin of
Lynchburg, will direct the
transportation and bus ministry.!
Since the birth of CAN,
CAN does not stop with
Henderson has watched it grow
Henderson's team, howeveri
from a one-team concept to
There are currently five CAN
reach the city of Seattle, to a
teams, and more are forming!
multi-team concept to reach the
"The key is staying together ancj
world. His team, in particular,
being loyal to one another. Each
has been elevated to service in the
of the guys on these teams coulcj
LBC student government and
go out and be a success in what
other TRBC ministries.

RICHFOOD MACARONI & CHEESE

DINNER
5 , „ >1
100

NOW IN STOCK

HolyBte

BOXES

DOUBLE
S&H
GREEN
STAMPS
ON
TUESDAY

PRICES EFFECTIVE:

OCT. 8-14 , 1978

by Moody Press

by Zondervan

Christian Book Shop
At Pittman Plaza Entrance
19-A Wadsworth St.
Lynchburg VA 24501
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TAX BOUT : CHURCHES
BATTLING LABOR SECRETARY
By BOB HARRIS
WASHINOTON -- Many
fundamentalist churches across
the country are fighting
Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall's recent attempts to define
just what a church is, and the
. Secretary has one basic reaction:
"1 just don't understand their
fear at all 1"
The controversy concerns
unemployment
insurance
, coverage, and it all began last
; January 1, when coverage was
extended to teachers in local
public schools and non-profit
' elementary and secondary
schools.
It came to a head with
" churches beginning to react hotly
when Marshall determined in
April that this extension covered
church-sponsored schools. And
it is now a Congressional law
which must be obeyed, according
' to Philip Mason, public information officer with the
Employment and Training
' Association.
Though the coverage still does
not apply to ordained ministers,
such as priests and nuns, it does
' apply to lay teachers and other
employees of church schools, he
said.
It means that each school public or private - must pay an
' unemployment insurance tax to
its respective state unemployment organization. It is
necessary because "a Constitutional amendment gives all
people the right to equal
' protection under the law - no
matter where they work,"
Mason said.
The initial outcry of the
fundamentalists was that the law
violated the Constitutional
0
provision of separation of
church and state, according to
' Wendell Zimmerman, editor of
the Baptist Bible Tribune of
Jacksonville, Fla. "There is
always the danger of govern" mental interference in the work
of the church. Our forefathers
were aware of this danger, and
provided a safeguard in the
Constitution." he said.
But, to this charge that
government was sticking its nose
' where it had no business,
Secretary Marshall replied by
saying a church becomes more
' than just a church when it gets
' into secular things, arid therefore
needs to be regulated just like
any other organization
Mason admitted this new
regulation might mean the
beginning of the end of
separation of church and state.
"We've had separation of
church and state up to now," he
-ii ' said, "but now the churches are

being controlled just like they
were part of the local govenment. And I guess they don't like
this."
"But," he added, "this really
does not violate separation of
church and state, because if the
church is going to get into secular
activity, such as serving food and
teaching algebra, science and
English, then it has to conform
to government regulations. It has
to', for instance, conform to
public health laws, fire codes,
building safety codes, and so
forth. This unemployment tax is
just another law it has to conform to."
He indicated a church can
remain exempt from these laws
as long as it does what a church is
supposed to do -- preach the
Gospel and teach the Bible - but
when it begins to do the secular
world's job, watch out.

people complained that the
"deducts" amounted to more
than their net paychecks, but in
time they eventually accepted It
as a necessary part of life. So will
be the case with the churches and
the unemployment insurance tax,
Mason predicts.
"In 1976, 16 million people
received close to $19 billion to
help them stay on their feet until

Your Church is Our Business!!
and Has Been for Over 50 Years

they got a job," Mason said.
"This is something the churches
should help with -* especially if
they're going to get into secular
activity."
At any rate, the tax is a law
now, and Mason indicated there
is very little the churches can do
about it as long as they wish to
continue performing secular
functions.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In fact, he said, "I'm in a way
appalled that a church
organization would refuse to
share in the single biggest
responsibility we all have - that
of protecting the American
people. The whole function of
unemployment insurance is to
help a family stay together until
-the breadwinner gets another
job. What's wrong with that?"
Lately, another complaint of
the churhces has been that this
tax would prevent them from
firing teachers or employees for
immorality or unbiblical living.
"When a person applies for
unemployment
insurance
benefits," Mason said, "he has
to say why he was laid off. The
benefits don't apply to gross
misconduct. They're supposed to
go to a person who was laid off
through no fault of his own."
"I think I know how these
churches feel," Mason added.
"They're saying, 'Last year,
whenever we fired anybody,
nobody asked any questions, and *
that was that. But this year, if we
fire somebody, we have to pay
him unemployment insurance!
And our tax rate goes up!'
"It's true, your tax rate will
stay down if you never fire
anybody," he continued.
"That's how the unemployment
insurance works. But, really, I
don't think the churches are
justified in feeling that way. I
sympathize with their fears, but
this happens with anything new.
It will pass.
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Bowens has hundreds
of 14kt gold chains in
lengths and linkstyles
to glitter with every
move and flatter any
costume.
Bowens
even has earrings
and braclets to match
several styles. Chains
from $15 to $110.

Pew Furniture
Chancel & Pulpit Furniture
Carpet
• Registry Desks
Hymn Boards • Registry Boards
Offertory Furniture
Screens & Rails
All Church Needs in Furniture
and Accessories

— " If your church needs it, we helve it. "-•

See our booth at the
SUPER CONFERENCE

Bluefield Church
Furniture Co
"NATIONALL Y KNOWN COAST TO COAST

He cited the introducton of
Social Security and income taxes
as payroll deductions back in
1934. He said he remembers how

9th & Main

BOWEN
/

A

/-

Pittmanl
Plaza

Park & Shop crfwuAjr- Gmpaw,
GLT Shop & Ride

Galax, Va. 24333

(703) 236-2931
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Selby's chic wedge has an unusual
kick to itl Maybe it's that heel-baring
instep strap that does It So provocative. You see? It's so distinctively
Selbyl
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Members of the active Senior Saints program are Mrs. Kathleen Lind (left photo) and Jim Redford , who also enjoys gardening. At right is Norm Hedding, director.
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COUMWI CHABGt

Senior Adults Active , Not Retired But 'Re-Fired'

r

•J*

^ ^ ^ ^

NORM HEDDING DIRECTS SENIORS

Norm Hedding has unusual
credentials for heading up the
Senior Saints Ministry at
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
He graduated from Penn State
with a Bachelor of Science degree
in business/transportation and
was a reserve army captain
working in railway operations.
One day as Norm walked by a
Christian bookstore, he saw The
Late Great Planet Earth by Hal
Lindsey. Being an avid reader, he
purchased it. A few days later he
was sick and could not attend
work. Reading the book led to
his salvation. Norm had always
been an upright citizen, and a
member
of a mainline
denominational church but
testified, "Although a very
active church member for years,
I never remember hearing the
Gospel. Sunday was my only day
off so I did not always go to
church."

REALTOR

221 Lake Forest Dr.
Large brick split foyer with five
bedrooms, 2Vi baths, eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, large den and
family room. Two fireplaces, garage &
deck. $63,500.
Margaret Templeton
237-2008

He read the New Testament in
a few months and began
devouring Christian books.
Naturally, he had questions but
could find no answers.
Someone put a flyer in his
mailbox announcing a Jerry
Falwell TV rally in the area. At
the rally, his 14-year-old son got
saved (presently a youth major at
LBC), and this motivated Norm
to get in a good, Bible-believing
church.
"Next, I knew I was in the
wrong job and that God wanted
me elsewhere," said Norm. The
growing dissatisfaction was hard
on him. One day, while going to
a management meeting, he put
out a fleece, asking God to show
him that day what he should do.
Little was he prepared for how
God spoke.
"Have you ever thought about

l-.

rWhile attending the Super Conference!i

being a minister?" an industrial
psychologist asked Norm. He
had taken a test and it indicated
he ought to be in the ministry.
When he got home his wife said,
"God spoke to me about
becoming a pastor's wife."
Norm began to rationalize,
saying first he was too old, that
his salary was too good and
finally, that he had a family. He
tried to drive the idea from his
mind, also realizing he had
investment in property.
In April 1973, he took a tour
of several seminaries and tried to
rate them on an analytical scale.
He could not do it, but realized
that "something was different at
Liberty Baptist Seminary-I felt
the Spirit of God there."
Norm Heddding was in the
first class to enter the Seminary
and the first class to graduate.
He was ordained in Lynchburg
on May 12, 1976.
While at the Seminary, the
church needed someone to
manage the warehouse, so Norm
Hedding, who had been in
warehouse and transportation all
his life, took the job. He noted,
"I loaded, drove the truck,
sorted the materials and stacked
the crates." This was a far cry
from the executive job he had
held earlier. When asked if it
bothered him to step down, he
laughingly replied, "I'm 100 per
cent happy wearing old clothes,
working hard. I'm not too much
on fancy business lunches and
executive privileges." (Norm
performed both executive and
physical
aspects
at the
warehouse.)
Through a message preacnea
on the needs of Thomas Road
Baptist Church, Norm received a

burden for working with the
senior saints. When Norm
ministered in a nursing home, his
heart was broken. He realized
that very few in most churches
were interested in older persons.
In April 1974, Jerry Falwell
and Norm Hedding founded the
Senior Saints Department. It was
more than Christian service to
Norm, it was a ministry of
compassion. Before this, he had
thought of returning to Pittsburgh and starting a church, but
as the burden grew heavier,
Norm knew he would work at
Thomas Road Baptist Church:
The Senior Saints Ministry is
organized into six major areas,
with an outreach into many areas
of the city of Lynchburg, and
with
tentacles
reaching
throughout America. These six
areas are: (1) the Jolly Sixties, a
local ministry of TRBC; (2) the
chaplain program with teams
ministering in local nursing
homes and retirement villages;
(3) evangelistic teams that
minister in churches, rest homes
and other meetings; (4) visitation
to the senior citizens who are not
able to get out; (5) the national
senior saints ministry to other
churches as coordinated through
a national conference; and, (6)
future plans for a retirement
home on Liberty Mountain.
The local ministry reaches over
1,400 people in the city of
Lynchburg, and involves some
72 meetings each month. The
church does not stress a specific
Sunday School class for the
Jolly Sixties. Many go directly to
the auditorium for the morning
service. As a result, the Jolly
Sixties sponsors a Saturday
morninR Bible study and

"IS THE LORD
LEADING YOU

fellowship hour.
The second part of the
program, the chaplain ministry
in nursing homes, reaches to
twelve congregations. Norm
supervises senior saints pastors,
most of whom are pastoral
students from the three schools.
They visit persons in rest homes,
ministering to physical and
spiritual needs. The chaplains
conduct weekday Bible studies,
preaching programs and soulwinning visitation programs.
The third area is the outreach
through evangelistic Gospel
services. These meetings are
conducted by the senior saints,
who use puppets, chalk talks,
flannelgraph, magic and ventriloquism to spread the Gospel.
They also have a singing group,
The Heritage Singers, with
coordinated outfits and a sound
system.
Norm
Hedding's
philosophy is, "Use them
because they have gifts from
The national ministry provides
God." Then he adds, "God
giant print newsletters, giant
never retires a person because he
print tracts, and giant print
gets old."
Bibles for those who need them.
Norm noted that 75 per cent of
Norm's wife, Dottie, heads up:a
the senior citizens would
group of five pastors' wives who
probably never give a testimony,
send an average of 85 hand
but through The Heritage
written letters a week to certain
Singers, most of them do.
senior citizens. They also have: a
Wherever they go, they are
birthday card file and send out
invited back.
greetings for those who have a
birthday, but do not want to tell
Willy Hawkins, a deacon at
how old they are.
3
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
never sang in his life except in a
The sixth area of the Senior
choir for a Billy Sunday revival
Saints program is the planned
meeting. He began singing with
retirement center on Liberty
The Heritage Singers and he is
Mountain. Located adjacent to a
now invited all over the county
new regional shopping center
for church services^
and Liberty Baptist College, the
complex will offer Bible studies,
The fourth area involves
visiting shut-ins. Senior saints I crafty,- fellowship activities, trips
and a senior saints choir. It will
are visited in their homes. Here
meet the total needs of the total
their needs are determined,
life of the senior saints.
Several years ago, Norm
Hedding developed several
objectives. These give direction
to the ministry: (1) to reach
senior adults for Christ, (2) to
teach them that the Bible has
answers and how they can get
help from the Scriptures, (3) to
provide opportunities i for
Christian fellowship, and, (4) t o
help senior adults find areas in
which they can minister to
others.
d
Thomas Road Baptist Church
is a church where senior adults
will always be loved and
respected.

SCHOOL?"

be sure to visit
HOW TO START YOUR SCHOOL:
VISIT A SCHOOL USING THE A C E
PROGRAM
A regional Coordinator will give you addresses ol
schools nearest you
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2 SEE A C E SLIDE PRESENTATION
A Representative will present it in your church
Don.ld R. Howard. PhD
Pr*v1rnt

YOUR
CHURCH
DELEGATION
VISIT
SCHOOL
They can see how a school using the A C E
Program operates

WINSTON-SALEM,
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5 SIGN AND RETURN APPLICATION •
ATTEND PASTOR PRINCIPAL TRAINING
This training is crucial I! is She key to the success
of your school Schedule il as boon as possible

2. Guitars

1. Christian Book Shoppe

IMPLEMENT E^ASY STEP-BY-STEP DIRECTIONSCommitted Laymen will accomplish wonders

4. Sound Chamber I

3. Piano .
Organ

8 SEND STAFF TO SUMMER TRAINING
Sessions are available m convenient Regional
locations

I

also...

9 UTILIZE A C E REGIONAL
COORDINATORS
These professionals will help you with even
the smallest problems as they arise
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION WITH

|

PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL. ACADEMIC

Visit Family Music Centre's booth at the Super Conference.

family book /hoppe & /ouad chamber

i
!

family muik centre
FORT HILL VILLAGE
• LYNCHBURG, VA. 24602
804/237-6427

10 OPEN YOUR SCHOOL
Arrange to attend tall workshops to
reinforce school procedures

AND SPIRITUAL MATURITY

Special sales and bus shuttle service to TRBC
Remember: WE'RE " ALL FOR THE FAMILY a
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North Carolina
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4 DISCUSS APPLICATION
Church leaders should seen the Lords leading
before finalizing commitment

with FOUR departments

problems are confronted and
people are helped.
The fifth area deals with tbtcr
national ministry called "Senior
Saints." Norm is burdened ovCr~
the letters he receives from all
over the country from senior*saints who have no church, are jtf
the wrong church, or cannot gel
to a church. Once a year he plans
a national convention for senior
saints. Last year, approximately
150 attended a three-day
weekend in Lynchburg. They
met Dr. and Mrs. Falwell in a
special reception, visited nearby
Natural Bridge, had a Bible
study with Dr. Robert Hughes
and had a unique Christian fair
where they judged canned relish,
preserves, the most unusual
hobby, table centerpieces,
knitting, woodworking and
photography. The senior saints
enjoyed a tour of Liberty
Mountain and a concert by Don
Norman and The Pantana
Family. They sat together in a
special section during the moring
telecast of the Old-Time Gospel
Hour.
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WE HAVE HELPED OVER 2,500 CHURCHES START SCHOOLS!
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(EP) -The president of a group
of
church-related
scho.ols
fighting the efforts of the State
of North Carolina to regulate
them says "we're fighting
because we feel it's right" and
that it would be better for jhe
protesting
fundamentalist
schools to be "annihilated intact
than to erode their character and
mission."
The Rev. Daniel C
president of Organized Christ!
Schools and pastor of So>
Park Baptist Church here,
says that unless there is anot!
postponement of the Superior
Court order requiring them So
file reports to the state by Sef
30, "there's no question 60-pl
pastors are going to jail and
be there until the Appeals Coi
schedules re-arguments of
case.".
The protesting schools w
have refused to file the rq
since but fall, asked Supei
Court Judge Donald L. Smit
the time he issued the reci
court order to delay its effect]
date until after a final decision"
the case has been reached in gie
appellate courts.
Judge Smith has refused to J o
this, and the schools then asted
the N.C. Court of Appeals, J o
which it has appealed, to stay |
lower court order. As a result;
the request, the Appeals Co
issued an order temporally
delaying the court order untf it
decides whether to review the

SUBSCRIBE
TO THE
journal • Champion I
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Prayer: TRBC's Limitless Resource
By BRENDA EASTERLING
Prayer is the spiritual resource
the ministry of Thomas Road
Baptist Church is built upon, and
its supply is as limitless as the
power of God.
Every church service, every
Sunday School class and every
departmental function of TRBC
opens and closes in prayer. Dr.
Jerry Falwell, his staff, and the
Old-Time Gospel Hour employes
meet in their various offices for
half an hour each morning
before work for prayer and
devotions.
"Prayer is the backbone of the
ministry," says Dr. Jim Moon,
co-pastor of TRBC. "Time and
again we have had to mobilize
our entire prayer efforts when we
had specific needs .that were
really pressing."

Word of Life's Touring God and Country Program.

WORD OF LIFE FOR AMERICA

Wyrtzen Heads New Program
By BOB HARRIS
SCHROON LAKE, N.Y. Jack Wyrtzen and his Word of
Life organization here are getting
involved in a "God, Country and
Decency" rally similar to Dr.
Jerry FalwelPs "Clean Up
America" campaign - and
Wyrtzen has received flack from
Equal Rights Amendment
supporters and homosexuals.
"Ours is a musical tour that
we started in the spring, but we
had such demand for it, that this
time we're going on the most
•extensive tour we've ever taken
from our Bible institute," Paul
Keller, .assistant director of
• Word of Life, said.
The tour group, composed of
Wyrtzen and about 60 students
of the Word of Life Bible Institute, left last Thursday on its
nationwide itinerary starting in
Buffalo, N.Y., traveling to the
-West Coast,, and ending up in
Riverdale, Md., in November.
.-::. The "God, Country and
i Decency" rally will come in the
proximity of Lynchburg at 7:30
•p.m. November 4 at the
Ridgeview Baptist Church in
Stewarts Draft, Va., and at 7:30
.p.m. November 5 at the
Riverdale Baptist Church in
• Largo, Md., just across the river
•from Washington, D.C.
" The Bible institute choir,
--called the Collegians, was
subjected to ridicule last spring
in Portland, Me., after Wyrtzen
-preached
boldlyii against
I -homosexuality and women's
liberation.
•••'• "The ERA supporters and the
-homosexuals attacked us quite a
'bit, because Jack speaks out
:• pretty boldly," Keller said.
:."They sued the city to keep them
from continuing to rent City
I Hall to us. They had a hearing
• the day we were going to be
-there; it was thrown out. But we
-still had homosexuals in that
-rally, and it was wild." He added
.-.that the group encountered some
hecklers and picket lines.
.: • "We have had some in• teres ting
mail
from
-homosexuals," Keller said.
"Some of them came down
during the rally and sat on the
platform with Jack, hoping to
debate and defend their position.
I remember that one guy stormed
away, but another stayed and got
more information from Jack,
and Jack had a chance to witness
to him.
"We have had some other
mail from homosexuals who
- have been freed of their sin
• through our rallies," Keller
•"added.
,... T h e . . G o d
country and
^TJecency" rally actually is a
musical multi-media presentation. Most of the music has
been written by Harry Bollback,
' "co-director of Word of Life and
'••'it proline music writer on the
"iide.
However, the rally is not

JACK WYRTZEN
strictly a musical, Keller said, but
rather a combination of a
memorable series of slides and
scenery of America from the
East Coast to the West Coast.
Three large screens are set up as a
backdrop to the choir's musical
selections.
Along with the singing, pictures and some recitation, there
is one part of the two-hour

Baptists Seeking
End T o U.S. Envoy
To Vatican City
WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP)-The Baptist Joint Committee on
Public Affairs has called on
President Carter to "terminate"
the practice of sending a personal envoy to the Vatican.
James E. Wood, Jr., the
agency's executive director,
asked the President specifically
not to replace David M. Walters
who resigned shortly after the
death of Pope Paul VI.
At the time of Mr. Walter's
appointment in 1977, Mr.
Woods said, the Baptist agency
expressed "profound disappointment" at the move. Mr.
Woods charged there are constitutional questions raised by
the measure and that it shows
preferential treatment to the
Roman Catholic Church. "The
Vatican," he told the President,
"can and should communicate
with the U.S. government in the
way any religious group communicates with it."
Earlier, the move was opposed
by an official of Americans
United for the Separation of
Church and State.

program in which Wyrtzen
brings his message.
"Included in Jack's message is
some of the basic background of
the principles upon which our
country was founded," Keller
said, "and a look at how far
we've gone away from those
principles.
"He talks pretty heavily on
some of the issues that are
carrying us down. He talks quite
blatantly on homosexuality."
The finale of the program is a
recording of Anita Bryant,
shown on the screens singing
"The Battle Hymn of the
Republic," with the Collegians
joining in and singing live with
her recording.
In addition, a scenic multimedia slide presentation of the
camping ministry of Word of
Life is included in the entire
program packet, Keller said.
The group was in Chicago on
September 25, will head for
Lincoln, Neb., on September 30,
and will reach the West Coast for
a rally in Tacoma, Wash.,
October 5. The "God, Country
and Decency" rally will be held
in various cities in California,
including San Diego, October 81S, then will head back east
through Phoenix, Ariz., Dallas,
Tex., and will be in Birmingham,
Ala., October 27, and Louisville,
Ky., October 29.
All meetings are held at 7:30
p.m., except. ,the, Sunday
bookings, whichareat 2:30p.m.
" W e purposely
chose
auditoriums generally limited to
2,500," Keller said, "and last
spring they were jam-packed.
That's what gave us the incentive
to keep going on this."
But this time Wyrtzen is
traveling to areas where he or his
ministry are not generally wellknown, Keller added. They never
did this before because of the
expense involved, but this time
Wyrtzen feels it's necessary.
The Word of Life Bible Institute is a one-year (12-month)
intensive school similar to the
Thomas Road Bible Institute,
except that it takes its students
through the Bible in half the
time. The Collegians are taking
time off from their studies to
tour with the "God, Country
and Decency" rally. The institute
now has a full-time enrollment of
330, Keller said.

Take the Securities and Exchange Commission
investigation for example. "When
the SEC came a few years ago, I
honestly believe it was the prayer
effort that not only brought us
through the court actions, but
also supplied the funds necessary
for us to pay our obligations,"
Dr. Moon said.
Then there was Miracle Day, a
current example of a united
prayer effort that resulted in
financial gifts of more than seven
million dollars to continue
construction of Liberty Baptist
College on "Miracle" Mountain.
In its scope, the local prayer
ministry of Thomas Road is also
national and world-wide. It is the

By BRENDA EASTERLING
Tim Amon is taking one day at
a time.
Instead of coming back to
Liberty Baptist College this fall
to begin his junior year, he went
to Roswell Park Memorial Institute in Buffalo, N.Y., the first
cancer research center to be
constructed in the United States.
Last spring semester at LBC
Amon began "feeling bad." He
would miss a couple days of
school, go for three weeks and
miss a couple more days. A twoyear varsity letterman on the
LBC wrestling team, Amon
thought his lower back ache
could be related to wrestling.
Amon finished his semester
and went home to Sandy Lake,
Penn., for the summer. His
physical problems worsened and
he sought special medical advice.
In August a urologist diagnosed
his problem as cancer, and sent
him to the cancer research
center. "They found that a
tumor, pressing against my right
kidney had-spread-through bothi
lungs. It was doubling in size
every three weeks," said Amon
who immediately began
chemotherapy treatments to
reduce the tumor.
"I'm sure if I hadn't been a
Christian, I wouldn't have been
able to accept having cancer. The
doctors said that had this
happened five years ago, they
wouldn't have been able to do
much for me. I know God has
control of everything, and I
know He has a purpose for
this."
Now after six weeks of cisplatinum chemotherapy, Amon
is home until his next treatment
Oct. 17. Then, three weeks later,
doctors will decide whether or
not they have to operate again.
"I'm hoping when I go in for
those test, I'll be completely
healed. My having cancer is hard
for me to understand, but 1 know
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Blessed is be that readetb. and
tbey that bear the words of tbti
prupbecy and keep the things
wbicb are written therein. Kev. I J
God made the world by the words
that He spoke. The Bible, the written Word of God. comes alive in a
dynamic way when it is spoken.
Nowl Because of cassette tape
technology, you are able to hear
tht Word! ot Lift that Jesus spoke
and feel the creative power ot the
spoken Word of God.
Tht King James Vtrsion of the
entire New Testament is professionally recorded on 12 hirjh quality,
low noise - high output cassette
tapes They are contained in a
beautifully padded leatherette
album in rich Morrocan red, which
has a graphic gold stamped etching
on tht cover.

Be among the first to see this beautiful new listing
in Poplar Forest. Located on a beautiful wooded lot,
this 3 bedroom, 2% bath home is in immaculate
condition and ready for a new owner. Call today for an
appointment to see this beauty.
FORD-GARBEE
215 Ninth Street
John L. Swann
E. Austin Sal mon, Jr.

H..rinn tht spokan Bible will inspire your devotionals and your
understanding ot the scriptures.
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Makes an ideal gift!
•

Think of all tht ptQplt besides
yourself who would truly appreciate
this popular album as a flirt.

•

For Pastors, husbands, wives,
parents, grandparents, children.
relatives and friends.

•

For all those special occasion.:
birthdays, Mother's and Father'&
day, graduations, weddings, anm
versaries, Easter. . . and of course
Christmas. . . Can you trunk of a
finer gift?

Important Price $ 1 Q 9 5
Breakthrough. 1 >7
•

Rfmnmber - even though we a>e
offering this deluxe set at a break
through price, it is one of the finest
on the market and is fully guaran
teed There's a 30 day money back
guarantee if not completely satis
fied. So mail the coupon below
today to place your order Allow 4
weeks for delivery

mail.
"Prayer has to be not only for
our church, but for America and
world-wide needs. We think
about Peter Chow, our
missionary to Taiwan. We pray
for Peter, but his son, John, is in
our school. We have a strong
local prayer ministry, but it
doesn't just stop at praying for
local needs," states Dr. Moon.
••

Win. F. Sheehan
A t t o r n e y - A t - Law
Call 2 1 7 - 1 * 5 8
For Appointment
•J

medium through which the Lord
is blessing and is turning
America back to himself.
"If America is ever going to
get turned around, it is going to
be because of ministries like
those of Jack Hyles, Dr. Lee
Roberson, and schools like
Baptist Bible College, Baptist
University of America, and our
schools. All of these people and

Brings To Your Church

4k^£^

Other Great Seminars Include:
•Week-long revivals •Summer camps
•Rallies
• Youth meetings
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. . . . "I would heartily
recommend
Brother
Landtroop to any local
church interested in revival
and in winning souls to
Christ."
Dr. Jerry Falwell

TIM AMON
there are others throughout the
world going through similar
things," said Amon.
"One of my favorite verses is
'I can do all things through
Christ who strengtheneth me.' I
guess you could say I'm having a
bout with cancer, but I hope io
come up with a victory pretty
soon."

FAMILY UNIT and
SOUL-WINNING
SEMINARS

7L

P.O. Box 523

Mr. Landtroop is also a Greek instructor
and Administrative Assistant to Dr.
Robert L. Hughes, Dean of Liberty
Baptist Seminary.
A pastor from Windham,
New York writes. . .
"During the week Brother
Dorm was at our church for
the family seminars we saw
souls saved,
families
committed to the Lord, and
changed lives. He has the
highest recommendation
from us and we thank God
for him."

"Dorman Landtroop is an
excellent soul-winner and
Bible scholar and has a
winsome personality.''
Dr. Robert L. Hughes
Dean, Liberty Baptist
Seminary

WRITE:
Dorm Landtroop Evangelistic Ministries
Lynchburg, VA 24505 804-239-3703
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Our Company Is
Dedicated To

Serving Those
Who Serve
Christ
Sam K. Pate Associates, Inc. is an Advertising Agency
offering a free service to religious leaders and religious groups. We specialize in television and radio
communication, on a regional, national, and international basis. Each and every day, we help people just
like you send God's message via radio and television
programming or brief commercial segments. We feel
that our expertise in media buying and placement of
your message can be a vital tool in the outreach of
your ministry. More importantly, we want you to succeed in reaching the desired audience and to be wellreceived, plus become an important and integral part
of their daily lives. This can be attained through careful planning and execution of obtaining desirable segments on the airwaves.
For more information on how Sam K. Pate Associates
can help you get your message on television and
radio, please write or call our Lynchburg office.

NO RISK COUPON T O D A Y - — —

BIBLE TAPES
Dtpt. 7 • 5564 H.s.ny Sun Ave., Philadelphia, Pa 19120
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given out on Wednesday
nights," Mr. Sheehan said.
Sheehan attends a prayer
group that meets in the prayer
chapel from 9:30 to noon every
Friday. It is opened in prayer and
devotions by Dr. Moon and
overseen by Mrs. Ray Horsley.
This group prays about needs of
the ministry and takes prayer
requests that come in through the

Evangelist Dorm Landtroop

PRAYER CHAPEL

LBC Star Wrestler Battles
In Toughest Match: Cancer

Now you
can hear
The New
Testament-.
.. .WUUyumJa

PRAYER CHAPEL

institutions are going to have to
work together because we all
believe the same thing. We all
need to be praying about the
same thing," Dr. Moon told the
Journal-Champion.
Faithful prayer warriors at
TRBC began meeting together 22
years ago for an hour before
church on Sunday nights under
the leadership of Mr. Emmitt
Godsey. As the prayers were
answered, the group grew along
with the church and now meets at
6:00 p.m. on Sundays in the old
sanctuary of TRBC.
"I believe this is the sweet
hour of prayer of the church,
and prayer is the heart of the
ministry," Mr. Godsey said.
TRBC also has a departement
of prayer. Its chairman is Bill
Sheehan. "This department
receives the prayer requests that
come in from The Old-Time
Gospel Hour viewers, and we
also print the prayer sheet that is
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NEW JERSEY'S FASTEST GROWING

Open Bible Baptist
Growth Jumps To 1,300
By BOB HARRIS
"Say, preacher, how about coming
with me to Lynchburg, Virginia?"
"What for?"; Dr. George Riddell of
Williamstown, N.J., asked. "What's in
Lynchburg?"
"Well, there is a conference being held
at this fundamentalist church which
averages more than 5,000 in attendance
each Sunday. Come along!"
Impossible! It has to be liberal, if it has
that many in church each week," the
pastor rejoined.
"Come and see," his friend said.
Six years later, Dr. Riddell's church,
Open Bible Baptist of Williamstown,
averages more than 1,300 in attendance
each week. The church was classified last
week as the Fastest Growing Sunday
School in New Jersey. And Dr. Riddell says .
he owes it all to Dr. Jerry Falwell and that
conference six years ago at the Thomas
Road Baptist Church which he finally
agreed to attend.

The Open Bible Baptist Church is a
church of miracles. These miracles are
most apparent in four different aspects of
the church's ministry.
BUS MINISTRY
Dr. George W. Riddell, 35, was saved
at an early age and felt called into full-time
Christian work in the late 1950's. He
received a Bachelor of Science degree from
Philadelphia College of Bible in 1966, a
Master of Arts from Glassboro (N.J.) State
College in 1972, and a Doctor of Religious
Education from Zion Theological
Seminary in 1974.
But he always believed a fundamentalist
church, one that taught the Bible was the
Word of God and cried out against sin,
should be small. To be large was unheard
of; to be large was to be liberal, in Dr.
Riddell's mind.
But that all changed in 1972, when Dr.
Riddell visited Lynchburg. First of all, he

Construction for Victory House is now underway.

Open Bible Baptist outgrew this church and expanded to another.

was impressed beyond description with the
church, a church where the pastor did
preach the fundamentals of the faith and
cried out against sin, but a church which
was packed in every service -- not just on
Sunday morning.
The real clincher of the conference, the
moment of truth for Riddell, the event that
brought tears to his eyes and changed his
entire way of thinking, was the sermon
preached by Dr. Bob Gray, "Highways,
Hedges, and Buses."
"No longer should buses be used simply
as convenience tools; use them to reach the
world for Christ! And there is a world out
there, billions of souls, who need to hear
the Good News of Jesus!"
When Dr. Riddell went home, he was a
different man. "We're going to get buses,"
he determined.
In a short time, his church had filled
two buses with children every Sunday
morning, and attendance overall had risen
from 150 to more than 800. It was time to
think of expanding the bus ministry.

He was a miracle worker. Pastor Riddell
claimed 22 acres of property across town
for the Lord, and, today, the church meets
in an 800-seat auditorium, with plans to
build a 2,000-seat auditorium in the future.
The church's total assets are $1.5
million, and its total indebtedness is less
than $300,000. Yet Dr. Riddell has not led
his church into wild, unwise expansion
programs. "I tell our young people, 'When
you build, build sensibly.' It may be God's
will for you to expand into some large
project, but it may not be God's time yet."

Riddell's church is a random sampling
of Americana. People of all backgrounds
and incomes attend his church; for the
most part, they are middle class. For the
most part, they cannot give much. But they
do anyway. And that is the main miracle.
"We're going to buy two more buses,"
Riddell told his board.
"With what? How can we get the
money? It'll cost us $2,200" the deacons
replied.
"We'll raise the money," Riddell said.
"It's never been done before," they
responded.
"That doesn't mean we can't do it
now."
The next Sunday, Riddell held an
offering for the buses. His church members
gave not $2,000 but more than $2,700
toward buses.

VICTORY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
Four years ago, the Lord started to
impress Dr. Riddell with the need for a
Christian day school. Plans were drawn up;
a large one-story educational facility was
built, and in 1976 the Victory Christian
School was started with 187 students.

One of Riddell's assistants said that was
enough to buy three buses. "Buy them,"
Riddell said.
"Do you have the authority to tell me
to buy them?" Open Bible Baptist Church
then was a board-controlled church.
"I'm taking the authority," Riddell
said.
"Wait a minute," a deacon approached
him. "You said we'd buy only two buses
with that money. What about gasoline?
What about insurance? Why buy a third
bus?"
"Because I told our people that with
that offering we'd buy buses, and that's
what we're going to buy - buses." Within
weeks of that decision, Riddell's people
had so much confidence in him that they
voted to give him the leadership over the
operations of the church. And, even today,
Open Bible Baptist Church is still one of
the few pastor-led independent Baptist
churches in New Jersey.

Each of its teachers has earned degrees.
The school's administrator is Al Monson.
Dr. Riddell insists that it contain first-class,
modern teaching facilities. "I believe a
Christian school should be first-class," he
said. Each room has an abundance of
lighting and circulation to promote fast
learning.
The school is traditional rather than
A.C.E.

Children filled the buses quickly. More
were needed. Where would the money
come from? In a special service, Riddell
approached his people.
"God has blessed our bus ministry so
much. Let's give the glory to Him, and-buy
seven more buses. I think the church ought
to buy the first bus. They'll cost $700
apiece."
That decision was voted upon.
"Now let's sing 'Amazing Grace,' and
see what God will do."
After one stanza, a member stood up.
"I'll buy another bus, pastor!"
Shouts of "Amen!" and "Hallelujah!"
flooded the auditorium. "Praise God, let's
sing another stanza of 'Amazing Grace,' "
Riddell continued.
After another stanza, another member
committed himself to donating $700
toward the purchase of another bus.
"Praise God, let's sing another stanza
of 'Amazing Grace'!"
Five stanzas of "Amazing Grace" later,
seven buses were bought. A church which
could not afford to give gave. And the
buses rolled.
CHURCH PROPERTY
Open Bible Baptist Church began in
1968 in a small building in eastern
Williamstown which could adequately
minister to 250 people. Until 1974, there
was no need to look for more property,
because the church did not fill up what it
had. But, after the Lynchburg experience,
Pastor Riddell knew expansion would be
needed.
He decided to sell about $200,000 worth
of church bonds. Again, it was quite a test
of faith; who in his church could afford to
buy those bondsd? But, again, God showed

Congregational singing is part of the worship services.

New church is also the site of Victory Christian School.

Advertisement

In 1977, the school enrolled 300
students, and last month 391 students
enrolled. The school began with just
kindergarten and the eight elementary
grades. It has added a grade per year,
including pre-kindergarten. Today, it
offers pre-kindergarten through grade 10,
and has been called the largest Christian
school for the number of grades it offers in
New Jersey.
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The city wasn't too interested in the
land on the outskirts of nearby Glassboro,
so Riddell contacted the owner. He not
only gave the whole 28 acres of land to
Open Bible Baptist Church but paid the
first year's taxes and a few other expenses.
Everything was notarized; the church
acquired it without paying a penny.
Smith, Riddell, and another member
who worked hard to make it a reality, Jim
McCann, stood on the 28 acres of what
they called "Miracle Ground." It was
assessed by the city of Glassboro at $5,000
an acre.

Riddell approached the church again
last Christmas. "One year from now,
Victory House will be a reality," he told his
members.

His promise will be a couple of months
late, but it will still open in February at its
present rate of construction, Riddell told
the Journal-Champion. At that time,
Victory House will house Smith and his
wife, who are selling their home to live on
the premises, and nine teenage girls.
Riddell said already he has 10 requests
from all across the country.

Smith looked at the land, a wooded
area complete with a lake fed by four
streams, with tears in his eyes. "Ninetynine per cent of the kids who come to me
for counseling are from broken homes," he
said. "Now we've got a place to let them
live and get right with God."
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Riddell asked his church members if
they knew of anyone in town who was
giving land away. One member called him a
few days later and said, "I know of a man
who has 28 acres in Glassboro that he
wants to give to the city for a tax writeoff."
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Breaking records is part of growing.
VICTORY HOUSE
But the greatest miracle of all, in Pastor
Riddell's opinion, is the formation of the
Victory House for wayward teenage girls.
About a year and a half ago, church
member Bob Smith, who loves working
with young people, was approached by a
girl who had just run away from home. She
was teenage; there were problems in her
home; she didn't relate to her family. She
needed a place to stay and receive counseling.
Smith started calling around. He called
a place in Indiana, but it had no room. He
called Lester Roloff in Corpus Christi,
Texas, but Roloff also had no room,
although he later found an opening.
On the airplane, as Smith flew back
after dropping the girl off in Roloff's
home, the thought that there was no place
in New Jersey to take wayward teenagers
where they would learn about Jesus and the
Bible frightened him. He became burdened
of the Lord to start such a home. He approached Riddell; the pastor fell the same
burden.

The Open Bible Baptist Church is
looked upon by the surrounding community as a church of miracles. Its people
have the reputation of being the friendliest
people in South Jersey, and everyone in
Williamstown, Christian or non-Christian,
seems to know where the church is located.
Riddell's church sends more students to
Liberty Baptist College than any other
single church. One of his church's greatest
supporters is the Henry Clee family, which
has sent two daughters to LBC for at least
their first two years of college education.
(One daughter, Wendy, is a freshman now
living in a dormitory on Liberty Mountain.) Clee keeps the Open Bible Baptist
Church bus fleet in good working order,
although he never thought he would be a
full-time church bus mechanic. (The fleet
now has 16 buses which come filled every
Sunday.)

Riddell himself refuses to claim any
credit for what God has done in
Williamstown. "It's just a church of
people, all kinds, all classes, all colors. I
believe that at the foot of the cross, there's
level ground."
Riddell and his wife Faith have three
children, George, 11; Lisa, 9; and Esther,
8.

If Riddell excels, it is in humility. He
points to his church and says, "This isn't
me. This is what God has done.
"Look at this church. We have an
excellent choir and more than 10 pianists
and organists in our church. Our senior
citizens ministry, the Keen-Agers (led by
Benjamin E. Taylor), met last week with 96
members present. It's not me, my friend."
And then his eyes well up again.
"God's so good, He's so good."
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